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EXAMINING THE VISUAL PATTERNS THAT OCCUR AROUND 
US IN A MATHEMATICAL WAY 


Heather Collins 
Mathematics Education Primary Programme 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Intermediate Phase Teachers. 
DURATION: 2-hours  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
In the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement, Intermediate Phase learners are 
expected to describe patterns by referring to lines, shapes, objects, symmetry and 
transformations. This tends to be a neglected aspect of the curriculum, partly because 
many teachers claim that the learners they teach live in a world devoid of pattern. 


CONTENT 
This workshop will include displays of patterns in commonly found objects. Teachers 
are likely to find that at least some of the objects displayed and photographed will be 
familiar to the learners that they teach.  
A brief introduction (15 minutes) will focus on visual patterns and developing language 
for learners to describe patterns mathematically. The introduction will also focus on the 
transformations: reflection, rotation and translations. The workshop will challenge the 
notion that patterns we see around us are created by reflections, rotations or translations, 
but suggest rather that it is only the drawn replicas of these patterns that can be 
constructed by the transformations. 
The workshop will focus on ways of describing the patterns be referring to symmetry, 
shapes and lines (Worksheets 1 & 2). Teachers will create copies of some of the patterns 
by selecting a key shape in the pattern and reflecting, translating, or rotating this shape 
(Worksheets 2 & 3). At the end of the worksheet teachers will consider ways of 
incorporating what they have learnt into the own teaching plans. Teachers will spend 
about 25 – 30 minutes on each of the attached worksheets. Teachers are kindly requested 
to bring pencils, rulers and pairs of compasses to the workshop. 
ABSTRACT 
This workshop is aimed at Intermediate Phase teachers who wish to learn ways of 
teaching their pupils to describe the patterns they see around them by referring to 
symmetry, shapes and lines; to identify the key shape, line or object whose repetition 
creates the pattern; to draw copies of patterns by reflecting, translation and /or rotating a 
shape or object. 
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MANIPULATIVES ARE NOT TOYS, USE WITH CAUTION: 
EXTRACTS FROM HEADSTART SERIES FOUNDATION PHASE 


Themba Tshongwe 
Muunda Academy of Science and Technology 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation Phase Educators 
DURATION:  1 hour 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
Number, Number operations and relationships at Foundation level (Grade R-3), 
constitutes on average 60% of the Mathematics curriculum. Thus this it is indeed the 
main focus of mathematics teaching, learning and assessing at this level. As they learn 
mathematics learners need to be exposed to numerous mathematical experiences that 
will enable them access mathematical concepts and understandings of these concepts. 
Therefore manipulatives are invaluable in this regard as they are used to: 


• build understanding and clarify concepts. That is to say learners are assisted in 
broadening their conceptual understanding of mathematics ideas. Manipulatives 
offer a variety of ways of dealing with the same concept. For example one may 
use counters, a number line or folding of paper to teach the fraction concept.  


• engage learners in doing mathematics. 


• communicate mathematics concepts and multisensory experiences. 


• and recording their findings and conclusions. 


They are enabled by these manipulatives to experiment with various ideas, “trying 
things out” and by making observations demonstrate their method at arriving at a 
solution or justifying or checking a solution of their own or that of their peers. They may 
also, their clarify ‘own thinking’ doing mathematics, talking the language of 
mathematics and recording their learning of mathematics. 


However many a time, learners are not aware of the educational value of the 
manipulatives and the reasons why teachers use them to teach particular concepts, so 
they become “just things to play with when the teacher is not looking” these 
manipulatives are just toys to keep them entertained or to keep them busy.  To an extent 
that when faced with challenging sums children will not take an aid to assist them to find 
the solution. 


It is hoped that by the end of the work shop, teachers will be able to answer the 
following questions: 
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• Why do we as teachers use manipulatives to teach Mathematics?  
• How do we choose a particular manipulative for teaching a particular concept at a 


particular grade level? 


WORKSHOP CONTENT 
Item Content Time (min) 
Introduction : 
Vocabulary for 
Manipulatives 
{The Abacus: 
Historical  
types} 


Teaching materials 
Concrete materials 
Teaching aids/tools 
Manipulatives  
Teaching equipment 


5 


B. Teachers in 
grade groups.  
{6 groups of 5.} 


General discussion using an example: 
Cuisenaire rods (6 sets) 
This discussion will focus on the following 
instructions: 
Explore the rods, and writing down your own 
observations. 
Describe a set of rods. 
Design a wall chart, to post on a wall for 
learners to see and discuss. (Group task which 
is  grade specific) 
Make suggestions for storage in the class. 
Suggest how these rods may be used to teach 
a particular piece of content. (Group task and 
grade specific content. Choose from CAPS 
overview document) 
{Number, and Number operations grade 3} 
Suggest substitute manipulatives for the same 
task. 


25 
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A. Work stations: 
Station 1: Number Charts 
Station 2: Counters 
Station 3: Abacus 
Station 4: Beads 
Station 5: Diens Blocks 
Station 6: Number Lines 


Each group will be require 
to only visit two stations, 
where particular sets of 
materials are displayed. 
They then have to repeat 
task 2 above. 
Here they will also find 
displayed pages from 
Foundation Phase 
(Headstart: reference 
pages.) 


20 


D. Conclusions and Summary a. See handout 
b. What have we learnt 
regarding the use of 
concrete materials in our 
classroom? How do we 
then going to use choose 
materials for various 
topics, to assist learners 
learn mathematics? 
 


10 


  
CONCLUSION HANDOUT  
In your groups: Answer the following Questions: 


1. When learners explore the manipulatives, what should they observe? List 
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2. Make a few Class Rules for using, handling and storage of manipulative. 
 


Using Handling Storage 
   
   
   
   
   
   


 
3. List points that you will discuss with learner to make them aware of the utility of 


the manipulatives in learning Mathematics.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
4. Design one simple assignment you could give to learners on the usage of the 


manipulative. (This could take the form of solving a simple problem/sum) 
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5. Suggest ways by which you can inform parents of current and future 
manipulatives that you will be using with your class. 


 
 
 
 
 


 


The HS Foundation Phase series makes use of a numerous manipulatives, for 
mathematics activities. At times it may not be obvious to the users, namely educators 
and learners, that a lot of thought was given to deciding which manipulative is most 
suited for which particular activity, content area, topic and the grade level. 


This workshop will provide an excellent opportunity for educators that are using the 
series or those that require further information regarding the series to get acquainted 
with vital and essential information relating to the series, i.e. issues about the series that 
may have not found expression beyond just using the textbook to teach mathematics. 


Also, many teachers do use particular manipulatives for addressing various topics and 
activities without asking questions like: Is this the best tool to address the activity, what 
are alternative offerings, for how long should I use the tool, what are its advantages and 
disadvantages going forward is it going to distract learners from learning the content – 
the mathematics or is the tool really worth all the trouble in the learners journey towards 
mastery of the content?  


Using a textbook for learners at FP level is indeed a new phenomena and therefore it is 
our considered view that one needs to follow particular strategies to how best to use the 
resource: 


• that enable teachers to engage with the textbook. 
• familiarise themselves with its underpinnings and approaches. 
• the choice of learning  aids their usage and limitations, 
• and the fact that not all content can be addressed by simply using a singular 


textbook.  


This we believe will assist educators to unravel some of the complexities of the 
Foundation Phase Caps which is in its 2nd year of implementation. 
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WORKSHOP EXEMPLAR 
Grade 3 


Topic Pages 


Term 1 


LB  


Term 1 


WB 


Term 2 


LB 


Term 2 


WB 


Term 3 


LB 


Term 3 


WB 


Term 4 


LB 


Term 4 


WB 
Place Value 6 5 29 21 54 36 76 49 
Addition 8/9 7 31/32 23 55/57 38/40  51 
Subtraction 11 9 35/36 25 55/60 38  53 
Multiplication 15/17 11/13 39 27 62/63 41  55 
Division 19/21 15 41/43 29/31 65/67 43 87/88 58 
 
Assessment Pages: 26, 51, 74, 95. 
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Beardon, T. (2013). AIMSSEC do-it-yourself workshops. Teachers as learners with other teachers. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer 
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AIMSSEC DO-IT-YOURSELF WORKSHOPS : TEACHERS AS 
LEARNERS WITH OTHER TEACHERS  


Toni Beardon 
African Institute for Mathematical Sciences School Enrichment Centre 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: teachers and teacher trainers from all phases. 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 60 or more provided that the room is 
furnished so that participants can sit around big tables and conveniently work in groups 
of 6 to 8 together.  
MOTIVATION FOR THE WORKSHOP 
In this workshop, intermediate, senior and FET teachers and teacher educators will be 
able to try out the AIMSSEC Workshop Guides that are designed for teachers to run 
self-help workshops in which they learn together about how to introduce enquiry based 
learning in their classrooms. Participants will work in groups to do the practical teacher 
workshop activities and discuss the teaching strategies and suggested activities for 
learners. They will report on this experience to the whole group so that everyone gets a 
broader view of the range of learning experiences involved. AIMSSEC courses extend 
educational opportunities for disadvantaged communities in South Africa, especially for 
teachers from rural areas. AIMSSEC supports lifelong learning through the AIMING 
HIGH Teacher Network. The AIMING HIGHER Workshop Guides, written by the 
AIMSSEC International Team, provide curriculum related learning activities for all ages 
across the curriculum. In over 1000 of these workshops across the country teachers have 
engaged in active learning activities, discussed teaching strategies and shared ideas 
without needing the help of a workshop leader. 
The proposed workshop will give participants the opportunity to try out the AIMING 
HIGHER Workshop Guides written by the AIMSSEC Team to enable teachers to run 
their own workshops.  
The AIMING HIGHER workshops are very different from other workshops because 
nobody assumes the role of the trainer with superior knowledge. Instead these 
workshops are a shared learning experience. The purpose is for all the participants to 
learn together with other teachers and to learn from each other, and not for anyone to 
be the instructor. In a spirit of enquiry everyone recognizes that they can gain a deeper 
understanding of mathematics and, by sharing ideas about teaching strategies and 
sharing resources, they can improve their teaching to meet the requirements of the 
modern age.  
AIMSSEC is the Schools Enrichment Centre of AIMS (African Institute for 
Mathematical Sciences) and was established in 2003 following consultation and a 
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feasibility study to discover how AIMS could usefully contribute to the teaching and 
learning of mathematics in South Africa. Then and now, the most pressing need was, 
and still is, professional development for mathematics teachers, especially teachers from 
rural areas, in which teachers gain subject knowledge and understanding as well as 
developing their teaching skills.  
AIMSSEC strives to empower teachers to give learners the educational opportunities 
that should be their birthright. Courses alone are not sufficient. Only dedication, 
sustained efforts and commitment to lifelong learning by teachers, subject advisers and 
field trainers will improve South Africa’s record for teaching and learning mathematics 
from a ranking of 143rd of 144 (Global Competitiveness Report, Work Economic Forum 
2011/2012) to above the international average and ultimately maybe to 1st of 144. 
AIMSSEC seeks to empower teachers so that they can, in turn, train other teachers. 
Many AIMSSEC graduates now act as teaching assistants and local co-ordinators in 
their home areas. In 2013 AIMSSEC is celebrating a decade of growth and success in 
mathematics education in South Africa. In its short history it has produced 1028 
graduates on the Mathematical Thinking 3-month course and 110 graduates of the 
AIMSSEC 27-month Mathematics Subject Leader Training programme, offered in 
partnership with the universities of Stellenbosch and Fort Hare. An experienced 
AIMSSEC international team of 55 lecturers come regularly to South Africa to support 
the local team and to teach on AIMSSEC courses without any pay. This provides a 
combination of local knowledge and expertise with a wide international experience of 
teaching and learning mathematics and of teacher training and research. 
In 2012 AIMSSEC won the prestigious UNESCO-HAMDAN prize for Outstanding 
Practice and Performance in Enhancing the Effectiveness of Teachers in marginalized 
and disadvantaged communities in developing countries.  
The material used in the workshop will be selected according to the number of 
participants and to the phases they work in. Different phase-groups will work with 
different material and, if there are a large number of participants, alternative material 
may be used.  
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Izaaks, L. (2013). Using a Casio scientific calculator to assist in plotting graphs. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings 
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USING A CASIO SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR TO ASSIST IN 
PLOTTING GRAPHS 


Lauren Izaaks 
CASIO 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Grade 10, 11, 12 mathematics educators 
DURATION: 1 hour 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 50 
 
MOTIVATION 
The CASIO FX82ZA- Plus Scientific Calculator has a dual table function. This can be 
used by learners and educators in the classroom, during tests and exams. The table mode 
will assist the learners with graph work and basic financial maths calculations. 
CONTENT 
In this workshop we will be focussing on graph work. Finding the co-ordinates of 
various graphs (straight lines, parabolas, hyperbolas and trig graphs). Turning points and 
points of intersection will also be covered. 
ABSTRACT 
This workshop will be aimed at increasing the knowledge and ability of FET educators 
to use the dual table function on the Casio Fx82ZA- Plus Calculator to assist in plotting 
various graphs (Trig graphs, parabolas, hyperbolas and straight line graphs).  This will 
enable educators to have a better understanding of the functions and therefore making 
teaching and learning an easier task.  This workshop will be a hands on and interactive 
session so it is advisable that an Fx82ZA- Plus Calculator is brought to the session. 
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THEOREMS AND CONVERSES 
Sue Southwood 


Vula Programme at Hilton College 
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Phase 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
Circle geometry is back. Because most schools did not offer Paper 3 in the previous 
curriculum, many educators have not taught circle geometry for at least six years. For 
various reasons, including time constraints, very little emphasis is placed on the formal 
proofs of the circle theorems. The proofs of the converses of the theorems are largely 
ignored. In this workshop we will discuss the converses of the standard circle geometry 
theorems with an emphasis on the reductio ad absurdum technique. In addition we will 
investigate the interesting converse of the ‘angle at the centre’ theorem – which does not 
exist. We will use Geometers Sketchpad to do this. The workshop will include 
techniques of presentation with Geometers Sketchpad.  
CONTENT 
The workshop will be divided into two parts: the first half hour being a demonstration 
and discussion. The next ninety minutes will be hands-on the computers while the 
participants create their own demonstrations.  
Demonstration 1: “If a quadrilateral is cyclic, then its opposite angles are 
supplementary.” The proof of this theorem uses the angle at centre theorem and 
isosceles triangles. It is straightforward as is its explanation using Geometers Sketchpad.  
Demonstration 2: The converse of this theorem states that “If the opposite angles of a 
quadrilateral are supplementary then the quadrilateral is cyclic.” The proof of this is 
more interesting as it uses the method of contradiction. 


Given a quadrilateral with opposite angles supplementary.  
Call the quadrilateral ABCD and assume that it is not cyclic. Construct a circle through 
points A, B and C. Point D will lie either inside or outside the circle. The circle cuts AD 
or AD produced at a point E. ˆADC  and B̂  are given supplementary. ˆAEC  and B̂  are 
supplementary by construction. 
But this is impossible because an exterior angle of a triangle cannot be equal to an 
interior angle. Therefore the original assumption must be false and quadrilateral ABCD 
is cyclic.  
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Demonstration 3: “If an arc (or chord) subtends an angle at the centre of the circle and 
an angle at the circumference of the same segment, the angle at the centre is double the 
angle at the circumference.” The proof of this theorem is also straightforward as is its 
explanation using Geometers Sketchpad.   
Demonstration 4: “If a side of a triangle subtends an angle inside the triangle which is 
double the opposite angle of the triangle then the angle inside the triangle is the centre of 
the circumscribed circle.” We use a Sketchpad demonstration to prove that this is NOT 
true.  
The screen copied below shows part of the method of explaining this.  


 
Copies of detailed step-by-step instructions for each demonstration will be provided by 
the presenter. 
ABSTRACT 
The workshop is aimed at educators in the FET phase who are interested in circle 
geometry, the use of technology in its teaching and also in learning techniques in 
Geometers Sketchpad.  The demonstration, discussion and activities will focus on the 
proofs of the circle theorems and their converses with a particular emphasis on proof by 
contradiction. 
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Scheiber, A. (2013). Making regression analysis easy using a Casio scientific calculator. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), 
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MAKING REGRESSION ANALYSIS EASY USING A CASIO 
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR 


Astrid Scheiber 


CASIO 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Further Education & Training – Mathematics 
DURATION: 1 hour 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 50 
MOTIVATION 
As of 2014, the Grade 12 Statistics syllabus involves the learners making use of 
available technology to: [12.10.1 (b)] calculate the linear regression line which best fits 
a given set of bivariate numerical data and [12.10.1 (c)] calculate the correlation co-
efficient of a set of bivariate numerical data. As stated by the current Maths CAPS 
document. This workshop serves to increase educators understanding of the Casio 
Scientific calculator. In turn, it will foster self confidence and a positive attitude towards 
Statistics, enhancing both the educators and learners understanding of the topic. 


CONTENT 
This workshop will cover: Identifying the relationship between bivariate numerical data, 
inputting bivariate data into the Casio scientific calculator, calculating the correlation 
co-efficient, finding the equation of the regression line, calculating projected values - 
Interpolation & Extrapolation, using TABLE MODE to find the co-ordinates of the line 
of best fit and choosing a random sample of numbers. 


Activity Time 
Identifying the relationship between bivariate numerical data 5 min 
Inputting bivariate data into the Casio scientific calculator 8 min 
Calculating the correlation co-efficient 8 min 
Finding the equation of the regression line 5 min 
Calculating projected values - Interpolation & Extrapolation 5 min 
Using TABLE MODE to find the co-ordinates of the line of best fit 9 min 
Choosing a random sample of numbers 5 min 
Discussion 15 min 


ABSTRACT 
Adequate knowledge of calculator skills makes the teaching of Statistics to Grade 12 
learners easier and enables the educator to assist their learners more efficiently. This 
workshop will guide you through Linear Regression Analysis, including finding 
relationships between variables, the line of best fit and making projections, using the 
Casio Scientific calculator. Equipment required: Casio fx-82ZA PLUS Scientific 
Calculator. 
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Govender, V.G. (2013). Analysing the Grade 9 national annual assessment for mathematics. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), 
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ANALYSING THE GRADE 9 NATIONAL ANNUAL ASSESSMENT 
FOR MATHEMATICS   


Vasuthavan Govender 
Department of Education: Eastern Cape 


TARGET AUDIENCE:  Grade 8/9  mathematics teachers 
DURATION: 2 hours  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 40 
MOTIVATION 
The Annual National Assessment (ANA) grade 9 is a summative assessment of the 
knowledge and skills that learners are expected to have developed by the end of grade 9. 
The ANA is a form of “systemic evaluation”, in that, it gives government, schools and 
other stakeholders a view of “how the system” has been doing. In 2012, the average 
mark in the grade 9 ANA Mathematics was 13%.  


 
Clearly, the system was not doing well at all. At the end of 2012, AMESA was called 
upon by the DBE to give its view on the ANA.  A comprehensive report was given. 
Based on AMESA’s criteria (content and cognitive level coverage, language and time) 
the following conclusion was reached: 


 
“The paper was set at an appropriate, acceptable standard and must be     
regarded as fair” 


 
So the question that is asked is: 
 “What should be our approach to teaching to ensure that our grade 9 mathematics 
learners are able to cope with the demands of ANA and other key assessment tasks in 
grade 9?”  
This workshop has been designed with the intention of answering the above question, 
that is, to assist teachers with preparations for grade 9 assessment in mathematics using 
a structured, interrogative approach. This approach may help to consolidate 
mathematical development in the GET and possibly improve learner performance.  
CONTENT 
The 2012 ANA grade 9 paper will be used as a guide. The workshop presenter will, on 
an interactive basis, work with workshop participants, to discuss the paper using the 
following key points: 


• Topic/content 
• Learning Outcome  
• Cognitive level 
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• Mark allocation 
• Mathematical demands 
• Background knowledge 


There will be special emphases on the last two bullets, mathematical demands and 
background knowledge. 
This is done for the following purposes: 


• Examining the mathematics involved in working through the question; and 
• Identifying what knowledge do learners need to have in order to work out 


the question 


What will be done in the workshop? How will the time slot be broken up? 
Refer to worksheets (maximum 8 pages to be attached as a separate file) 
ABSTRACT 
The grade 9 Annual Assessment for Mathematics in 2012 showed that there were 
serious problems with mathematics teaching in the Senior Phase. The grade 9 average of 
13% provided evidence that intervention strategies in mathematics should be done much 
earlier than the FET as is presently the case.  
This workshop is designed to assist teachers with developing a structured, interrogative 
approach to the teaching and learning of grade 9 mathematics, using the 2012 grade 9 
ANA paper as a guide.  
The main idea of this workshop is not to “teach to the test” but to emphasise that a well-
planned, structured approach to teaching (and learning) is crucial in satisfying the 
assessment demands of the curriculum. 
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Khumalo, J.J. & Mthethwe, D. (2013). What does the graph look like? In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 
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WHAT DOES THE GRAPH LOOK LIKE?  
1J.J. Khumalo and 2Delani Mthethwe  


1Kwantatshana High School, 2Ntabende High School  
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Phase 
DURATION: Two hours 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
The purpose of this workshop is two-fold: how to use Autograph and how to illustrate 
different and difficult concepts using graphs. A mathematics educator, when faced with 
a difficult problem, often says “What does the graph look like?” We have laptops loaded 
with user friendly software called Autograph in our classrooms so this is a technique that 
we often use. Our worksheet has a series of questions, each of which can use a graph to 
explain and clarify a particular concept. We work in rural schools and find that using 
this approach has changed the atmosphere in our classrooms as well as making them 
much more interactive.  
CONTENT 
Part 1: 30 minutes  Discussion and demonstration: 
We assume that the workshop participants are new to Autograph. It was written for 
maths teachers by a maths teacher so it is simple to learn and use. We demonstrate its 
use. We hand out notes for Autograph. 
Next we take some questions from the worksheet and show how drawing a graph can 
explain a concept clearly. The first example 


1. Find the equation of the tangent to the graph of y = x3 + 5x2 – 8x + 12 at its y-intercept. 
 Hence find the point at which this tangent cuts the curve again. 


Educators find this question straightforward. Learners struggle with it. Once they have 
seen the picture, they are much happier and will answer the question, and hence similar 
questions, from an understanding point of view rather than by rote learning. 
The detailed instructions for this question suggest the following approach: 


• Draw the cubic graph 
• Put a point on to the graph 
• Construct a tangent at this point 
• Move the point until it is at the y-intercept of the cubic 
• Read off the equation of the tangent at this point 
• Write down the coordinates of the other point where the tangent and cubic intersect 
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Part 2: 90 minutes   Practice: 
We suggest that participants work in pairs. This makes for interesting discussions. They 
use the printed worksheet which contains carefully chosen questions and includes hints 
on what technique to use.  
ABSTRACT 
Participants in this workshop will use the software called Autograph to find the answers 
to an interesting and fairly difficult Grade 12 calculus worksheet. The approach is 
innovative and fun: both educators as well as learners enjoy reading accurate answers 
from graphs rather than finding them through written calculations. Participants need not 
be familiar with Autograph: the first part of the workshop is a demonstration of how to 
use it and some of its features.  
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Muzondo, F. & Mtangayi, B. (2013). Animate your angles in circle geometry. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of 
the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 50 – 51). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


ANIMATE YOUR ANGLES IN CIRCLE GEOMETRY 
Frankson Muzondo1 and Bomikazi Mtangayi2 


1Dingeka Technical High School, 2Qulashe Combined School 
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Phase 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
Teaching circle geometry to learners standing at a blackboard is not easy, especially to 
learners in rural schools who have very little understanding of basic geometrical 
concepts. Investigating geometry as spelled out in the CAPS Mathematics FET 
document page 34 and which requires Grade 11 learners to “investigate and prove the 
theorems of the geometry of circles.” is almost impossible – especially given the time 
constraints of the new curriculum. Investigating and illustrating geometry using the 
dynamic nature of Geometers Sketchpad is efficient, interesting and motivating – for us 
as educators and for our learners.  This workshop is designed for first-time users of 
Geometers Sketchpad. We hope that participants will enjoy it and, as we did, broaden 
their understanding of circle geometry through the construction of the theorems. 
Participants will investigate, using Geometer’s Sketchpad, how different angles in a 
circle are related and then demonstrate the circle theorems.  
CONTENT 
Part 1: 30 minutes Discussion and demonstration 
First we will demonstrate the basic functions of Geometers Sketchpad. Then, by 
constructing diagrams, we will show how we use it in our classrooms in a rural school to 
investigate how various angles in a circle are related. Participants in the workshop will 
then have the opportunity to do their own similar investigations. 
Demonstration:   Sketchpad screen and basic functions. (5 minutes) 
Demonstration: Make your own kaleidoscope (for beginners only)   
Demonstration: The angle in a semi-circle is a right-angle  
Part 2: 90 minutes Hands-on activities 
(Activity:  Make your own kaleidoscope)   
Activity:  The angle in a semi-circle is a right-angle 
More activities: Worksheets with detailed and step-by-step instructions  for each 
theorem will be available. 
Participants will be free to do their own investigations. A sheet of suggestions will be 
available.  
Facilitators will be available to assist them. 
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ABSTRACT 
The focus of the workshop is circle geometry and how to use the dynamic properties of 
Geometers Sketchpad to illustrate it. Detailed step-by-step instructions for illustrating 
the various circle theorems will be available as well as suggestions for general geometric 
investigations. The content of the worksheets make the workshop suitable for secondary 
school educators.  
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DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT EVENTS 
Desiree Timmet 


Statistics South Africa 


Target audience: Further Education and Training educators 


Duration: 1 hour 


Maximum no. of participants: 30 


Motivation for workshop 
Probability is a relatively new topic in school mathematics and was also not part of a 
considerable number of educators’ pre- service training and studies. Teaching data 
handling and probability poses a real challenge to some educators because their 
knowledge in this content area tends to be limited. In this workshop focus is placed on 
studying dependent and independent events using Tree diagrams and Contingency 
tables. This section forms part of content in the Curriculum and Policy Statement 
(CAPS), which should be taught in Grade 11. 
PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
1. Interpretation / Discussion few Census 2011 findings/ 
Maths4stats project 


10 Min 


 2. Discussion and interpretation on Probability in CAPS 5 Min 
 3. Probability problems from hand out (Dependent and 
independent  Events) 


35 Min 


 4. Summary of key concepts / handing out of complete MEMO 10 Min 


ABSTRACT 
Data handling is new to the South African school context which was introduced in the 
curriculum in 2003. No adequate study of statistical education existed in the past in 
order to capacitate educators. Maths4stats is Statistics South Africa’s project intended to 
encourage the development of mathematics as bedrock of statistics. The purpose of this 
workshop will be on a deeper understanding of dependent and independent events by 
focussing on hands-on activities that educators could utilize in the classroom. 
REFERENCE 
Larson R & Farber B (2006). Elementary Statistics, Pearson Prentice Hall. 
The Answer Series Grade 12 Mathematics Paper 3 (2012). 


Statistics South Africa (2013) Data Handling & Probability, Grades 10, 11 & 12. Mimeo. 
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Van Rensburg & Moseki, E. (2013). Probability concepts leading to the use of Venn-diagrams in the solving of problems. In 
Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of 
South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 71 – 74). Cape Town: AMESA. 


PROBABILITY CONCEPTS LEADING TO THE USE OF VENN-
DIAGRAMS IN THE SOLVING OF PROBLEMS 


Lucia J. van Rensburg and Edward Moseki 


Statistics South Africa 


TARGET AUDIENCE: GET and FET as well as Math Literacy teachers.  


DURATION:  2 Hours  


MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 40 


MOTIVATION FOR WORKSHOP  
Probability is a concept that formed part of content examined in Paper 3, which was 
optional in the National Curriculum Statement (NCS). The change from NCS to 
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) has made the teaching of 
probability compulsory. Teachers are faced with a challenge of having to handle 
probability, a concept that was either not included in their formal professional training or 
have limited exposure or experience toward teaching it to learners. The purpose of 
conducting a workshop on probability is an attempt to close the gaps mentioned above.  
CONTENT OF THE WORKSHOP 
2011 Census results 
As an introduction to the workshop, the census 2011 findings that are relevant to 
education will be discussed and interpreted. The purpose of this discussion is to enable 
teachers to share information that was drawn from real life situation with learners, and 
how it affects them so as to develop mathematics skills of listening, communication, 
investigation, analyzing, etc. 
Probability 
Introduction of terminology: Relative frequency, mutually exclusive, dependent and 
independent events, etc,  
Venn diagrams: using Venn diagrams to depict and solve problems. Relevant and also 
some real life situations would be provided to clarify problems. Explanations of 
notations, for example,  
P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) – P(A and B) would also be included. The use of “AND” and 
“OR’ rule, finding an unknown (variable) in a Venn diagram as well as the “union” of 
sets would also be explained.  
It is anticipated that, by doing selected problems, teachers should gain content 
knowledge and skills of solving problems. Such knowledge and skills should enable 
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them to guide learners on how to solve problems from introductory level up to questions 
on level 4. 
PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
 


Activity Time 


1. Interpretation / Discussion few Census 2011 findings 20 Min 
 


 2. Probability Scale and Concepts to install and clarify 30 Min 
 


 3. Probability problems from hand out (Venn Diagrams) 60 Min 
 


 4. Summary of key concepts and handing out of completed memorandum 
for activities 


10 Min 


 
ACTIVITY 1:  Discussion around Census 2011 findings 
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ACTIVITY 2:  Investigating important probability concepts 
One card from the cards below is drawn at random.   
 


 


 
 
Write down the probabilities below as fractions and as percentages. 


a) P(8) =  b) P(11) =  
c) P(less than 11) =  d) P(dotted) =  
e) P(even or dotted) =  f) P(even and dotted) =  
g) P(plain and prime) =  h) P(plain or prime) =  
i) P(more than 4 or striped) =  j) P(more than 4 and striped) = 


 
ACTIVITY 3 
Of the 100 learners in grade 12, 70 study Mathematics, 50 study Physical Science, 30 
study both Mathematics and Physical Science and 10 study neither. 
M = 𝑀𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠  
S = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  𝑆𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  


 


a) “M is an event learner studying Mathematics” and “ S is an event learner studying 
Physical Science”. Are the two events mutually exclusive? 


b) Calculate the probability that a grade 12 learner, randomly chosen 


i. Studies Mathematics only 
ii. Does not study Mathematics 


iii. Studies Mathematics or Physical Science 
iv. Studies Mathematics and Physical Science  


	  	  	   	  	  	  


10 


M 


 


 1 
 


 2 
 


 3 
 


 4 
 


 5 
 


 6 
 


 7 
 


 8 
 


 9 
 


10 


40 30 20 
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ACTIVITY 4 
Seventy-five visitors to the Groblersdal Agricultural Show were surveyed to find out 
what food they had bought to eat.   
The results showed that: 
40 visitors had eaten boerewors rolls,  
31 had eaten pap-and-wors,  
41 had eaten fried chicken. 
15 had eaten both boerewors rolls and pap-and-wors,  
16 had eaten both pap-and-wors rolls and fried chicken and  
18 had eaten both fried chicken and boerewors rolls. 
7 had eaten all three types of food. 
Draw a Venn diagram to show these results.  
ACTIVITY 5 
150 people were asked whether they watched Generations and/or 7de laan.  80 said they 
watched Generations, 55 watched 7de laan and 23 watched both programmes. 
Draw a Venn diagram depicting the situation. 


a) How many of the people asked watched neither programme ? 
b) What is the probabilitythat a randomly chosen person watched Generations but 


not 7 de laan? 


ACTIVITY 6 
Suppose that 60% of households in South Africa have a television set, while 80% of all 
the households own a radio and 50% of all households own a television set and a radio. 


a) Draw a Venn diagram to depict the situation above 
b) What is the probability that a randomly chosen household in South Africa does 


not have a radio? 
c) What is the probability that a randomly chosen household in South Africa will 


own either a television set or a radio or both of these items? 


REFERENCES 
Scheiber, J. (2009). Data handling in the GET band, RADMASTE Center, University of Witwatersrand. 


Stats SA (2011). Data handling Grades, 7, 8 and 9, HCD (Human Capacity Development.) 


North, D. (no date). Statistics Open day activities, University of KZN. 


Basson, J. (no date). Mathematics Trainer. 
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Lebethe, A. (2013). Teaching and learning about measuring mass, capacity and length in the Foundation Phase. In Z. Davis 
& S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, 
Vol. 2. (p. 40). Cape Town: AMESA. 


TEACHING AND LEARNING ABOUT MEASURING MASS, 
CAPACITY AND LENGTH IN THE FOUNDATION PHASE 


Agatha Lebethe 
Mathematics Education Primary Programme 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation Phase Teachers. 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 
MOTIVATION 
A variety of external tests, such as Annual National Assessments and other systemic 
evaluations have shown that learners do not have the expected skills in measurement. 
This is perhaps because many Foundation Phase learners are given few opportunities to 
develop conceptually the notions of mass, capacity and length: possibly many young 
learners only experiences of measuring is using a ruler.  This workshop aims to look 
ways of sequencing measuring concepts, activities and tasks. 
CONTENT 
A range of teacher educators have discussed ways in which children learn to measure. 
This workshop will refer to the work of Murray (2009), Wilson and Rowland (1993), 
Booker, et al (1997) on this topic. The workshop will examine the ways in which these 
suggested learning pathways match the sequencing of content around measuring in the 
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement. Teachers will then break into groups, to 
work through a series of work stations on measuring mass, measuring capacity and 
measuring length. Workstations will use readily available every day apparatus. 
Participants will start by using direct measurement to compare and order objects 
according to length, mass or capacity. They will then measure using informal measures. 
Finally they will consider ways to introduce standard units of measurement. At the work 
stations there will be discussion on learner misconceptions and common learner errors.  


ABSTRACT 
This workshop offers Foundation Phase Teachers some ideas about practical 
measurement activities using every day apparatus. Participants will use both direct 
measurement and indirect measurement; they will work with informal measures and 
consider ways of introducing metric measurement. The aim of the activities is to help 
learners to understand the concepts of mass, capacity and length. The workshop will 
start by focussing on the ideas of Wilson and Rowland (1993), Booker, et al (1997), and 
Murray (2009) about how young children learn to measure. It will examine the ways in 
which this matches the suggested sequencing of content around measuring in the 
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement. Participants will examine ways of 
sequencing measuring concepts, activities and tasks. 
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Long, C. & Bansilal, S. (2013). Introduction to Rasch measurement theory. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of 
the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 41). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


INTRODUCTION TO RASCH MEASUREMENT THEORY 
Caroline Long and Sarah Bansilal 


Universities of Pretoria & KwaZulu-Natal 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Researchers and teachers at all phases 
DURATION: 2 hours. 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants. 
REQUIREMENTS: Computer lab with 20 stations. 
MOTIVATION 
RMT is gaining in popularity among researchers and test developers. There are software 
products which allow researchers to conduct a Rasch analysis relatively easily. In this 
workshop we provide activities which will provide insight into some of the processes 
underpinning the analysis. 
CONTENT 
The workshop will include background information on Georg Rasch and his early work, 
working on a data set (Excel format) following the analysis process, and finally 
investigate the alignment of item difficulty and person proficiency as exemplified in a 
person-item map. 
ABSTRACT 
Georg Rasch, a Danish mathematician developed the probabilistic model in response to 
a practical problem facing the Danish government regarding the retrospective evaluation 
of reading programmes for school underachievers. The problem posed to Rasch was 
whether the reading intervention had been successful. As learners had been given tests 
of differing difficulty, and not all learners had taken the same tests, the challenge was to 
find some valid means of comparison. The innovative solution was to place the tests of 
varying difficulty and the children of varying ability on the same scale.  
Currently, the Rasch model is used extensively in a number of fields, including the 
health sciences. In education it is used extensively in large scale studies, in systemic 
testing, in computer adaptive testing and in research. Rasch measurement theory (RMT) 
is not without its detractors – for the 30 years prior to 2009, not a single article on RMT 
had been published in the British Journal for Educational Research.  
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Rambane, T.D. (2013). Five number summary and box and whisker diagrams for ungrouped and grouped data. In Z. Davis 
& S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, 
Vol. 2. (pp. 56 – 57). Cape Town: AMESA. 


FIVE NUMBER SUMMARY AND BOX AND WHISKER DIAGRAMS 
FOR UNGROUPED AND GROUPED DATA 


Thanyani Daniel Rambane 


Statistics South Africa 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Further Education and Training Phase Mathematics  


DURATION: 2 hrs    


MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 


MOTIVATION FOR WORKSHOP  
Grade 10 and 11 learners are expected to learn how to determine the 5 number summary 
and use these numbers to interpret the spread of data. The learners tend to experience 
some challenges when asked to determine these numbers if data is grouped into 
frequency classes. Participants will be guided on how to determine these numbers from 
both ungrouped and grouped data from frequency tables. Furthermore, an explanation 
will be done on how to determine whether data points are outliers or not, and finally 
discussing the effect of outliers on the interpretation of the dispersion of data. 
ABSTRACT OF THE WORKSHOP 
One of the objectives of analysing data is to determine the spread, distribution or 
dispersion of data. For this purpose the 5 number summary is used.  The box and 
whisker plot, constructed from the 5 number summary, is a diagrammatical 
representation of the spread of data. During this training, the box and whisker diagrams 
from both ungrouped and grouped data will be plotted.  From this the dispersion of data 
will be investigated. The cases where there are outliers are also investigated. 
The workshop targets Further Education and Training (FET) educators. 
CONTENT OF THE WORKSHOP 
1. Given ungrouped data, the steps followed to draw a diagrammatical representation 


of the spread of data are given below:   
 
1.1 Sorting data  
1.2 Determine the following: 


1.2.1 the minimum (min), 
1.2.2 maximum (Max),  
1.2.3 median (med or Q2),  
1.2.4 lower quartile (Q1)  
1.2.5 the upper quartile (Q3) 
1.2.6 the inter-quartile range (IQR) 
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1.3 Discuss the spread of the data 
1.4 Discuss outliers using the formulae  


 Q1 – 1.5(IQR) and Q3 + 1.5(IQR) 
1.4.1 Discuss the effect of the outlier on the spread of data 
1.4.2 Determine the range using outliers. 


 
1.5 Draw box and whisker diagram 
1.6 Interpret the spread of data using the box and whisker diagram 


1.6.1 Whiskers are 25% of the data  
1.6.2 The box is 50% of the data  
1.6.3 The median cuts the box into two 25% parts of the data. 
1.6.4 The outliers are included 


 
1.7 Introduce the concept of skewness 


1.7.1 Symmetric data 
1.7.2 Positively skewed data (Skewed to the right)  
1.7.3 Negatively skewed data (Skewed to the left) 
1.7.4 Use of mean and median (Med) 


 
2. Given grouped data in frequency table 


2.1 Determine the cumulative frequencies 
2.2 Determine the 5 number summary 
2.3 Draw box and whisker diagram 
 


PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 
1. 5 number summary 15 min 
2. Interpretation 20 min 
3. Box and Whisker 15 min 
4. Interpretation 40 min 
5. Grouped data 30 min 
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Agherdien, G. (2013). ‘I know my maths’. Number concept, place value, basic operations. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer 
(Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual National Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South 
Africa, Vol. 2 (pp. 1 – 7). Cape Town: AMESA. 


‘I KNOW MY MATHS’: NUMBER CONCEPT, PLACE VALUE, 
BASIC OPERATIONS 


Gabeba Agherdien 
Mathematics Education Primary Programme 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation phase teachers 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: maximum 30 participants in the 
workshop. 
ABSTRACT 
This workshop is aimed at Foundation phase teachers and describes the product of a 
professional development project involving nine teacher and two curriculum advisors 
of the South District in the Western Cape Department of Education for the period 
2009 -2011. The work cards focus on the mathematics content that learners must 
know for each grade in Foundation phase that is specified by Curriculum Assessment 
Policy Statement (CAPS). We look at exploring practical effective approaches to the 
teaching of mathematics in the early years of school using a variety of manipulative 
models for teaching and the ‘I know my maths’ work cards at the beginning or end of 
teaching particular skills and concepts. Teachers will engage with practical activities 
and discussions prior to the use of the cards and to consolidate the mathematics that 
learners need to master. The workshop involves four main components:  


1. The purpose and how work cards can be used to increase content knowledge 
and to consolidate concepts. 


2. Overview of the CAPS document on number, operations and relationships  
3. Task-based practical activities for conceptual understanding prior to the use of 


the cards and for assessment on the topics on number concept, mental maths, 
place value and basic operation. 


4. Assessment, evaluation and reflection. 
 


This workshop will make available and engage teachers in each of these components, 
and the changes in teaching practice, teacher comments and evaluation using the 
work cards with their learners. 
Participants are required to reflect on their role during some of the tasks. Teachers 
not only teach content but also implicitly transmit attitudes and understandings about 
their own mathematics. Whether it is desirable or not, learners think of teachers as 
models of "correct problem-solving behaviours." As teachers act out or demonstrate 
solutions to problems, it is especially important for them to be able to reflect on their 
own problem-solving behaviours and to help learners identify their own 
metacognitive processes. The ability to accurately and insightfully observe one's own 
problem-solving skills and strategies may be closely related to the ability to 
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accurately observe, describe, and critique the problem-solving behaviour of others. 
(Post, Harel, Behr & Lesh, 1988). 
MOTIVATION 
Why is this workshop important and how will it help participants? 
The workshop is important for participants to experience how crucial the content of 
the curriculum, teaching methodologies, as well as the practising of skills and 
strategies by children are. The workshop will give participants the opportunity to 
engage with the teaching and learning of number concepts, mental mathematics, 
operations and relationships. The workshop will cover the number work for the 
Foundation phase learners of mathematics for the Curriculum and Assessment Policy 
Statements (CAPS). Children must become efficient and confident when working 
with numbers. The ‘I know my maths’ work cards are number work cards that will 
assist learners with number concept, mental strategies and place value. Through drill, 
practice and written work, children consolidate their basic number facts and become 
fluent in operating with numbers. Teachers using the work cards in their classes will 
be able to consolidate learners knowledge. The exposure to a variety of teaching 
ideas will increase teachers’ confidence in methodologies. 
It is generally held that children are not doing enough numeracy writing. The 
systemic evaluations indicated that in 2001 the numeracy mean score was 30%.  This 
increased to 35% in 2007. Not much has changed in the last five years and the score 
for South African learners still is quite low in the world ranking. What the workshop 
will attempt to show is using the work cards in a manner that promotes sufficient 
time in writing by learners recording their work, as well as manipulating the number 
work in a manner that more than adequately covers the content in the prescribed time. 
It will consider the CAPS guidelines and the number range for each grade. The aim in 
effect is to enhance the mathematical learning of Foundation phase children by 
increasing the professional skills of their teachers.  
This workshop will make available and engage teachers in each of these components, 
and the changes in teaching practice, teacher comments and evaluation using the 
work cards with their learners. 
CONTENT 
The workshop will cover the following content: 
Number concept, mental mathematics, place value, addition, repeated addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. 
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Hlaleleni, W. (2013). Transformation geometry of get is a pre-requisite for understanding fet transformations. In Z. Davis & 
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Vol. 2. (pp. 29 – 32). Cape Town: AMESA. 


TRANSFORMATION GEOMETRY OF GET IS A PRE-REQUISITE 
FOR UNDERSTANDING FET TRANSFORMATIONS 


Wandile Hlaleleni 
Butterworth  High School 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE:  40 grade 9 teachers 
DURATION: 1hour 
RESOURCES:  Cartridge papers, kokkie pens, lead pencils and grid paper, laptop and 
projector 
 
TIME ANALYSIS 
Introduction:  5 minutes 
Presentation : 30minutes 
Discussion : 15 minutes 
Consolidation and conclusion : 5minutes 
 
ABSTRACT 
The workshop is intended to deal with different types of transformations. The types of 
transformations will be juxtaposed  to enhance conceptual understanding of grade 9 
teachers  to share experience and to work with teachers from various places .The 
understanding of three transformations will be enhanced  through verbal, symbolic and 
diagrammatical  representations of transformations. This is intended  to enable those 
teachers who come from districts where developmental needs of teachers are not 
attended to  due to the lack of supportive subject advisory services .The transformations 
which will be discussed are translation, reflection and dilation. 
Translation means changing the position of the object without changing the size of the 
object. The co-ordinates of the vertices of the  translated  object are referred to as prime 
vertices denoted by super scripts on the right of each vertex. 
Translating an object by (x;y) means  move it x steps to the right and then move it  y 
steps upward. Positive x value implies moving to the right and negative x value implies 
movement to the left. Negative y value implies downward movement which is preceded 
by x movements. 
Flash cards of shapes to be translated will be used to enhance conceptual understanding 
of the participants. Specific translation co-ordinates will be used to translate various 
shapes. 
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Emphasis will be on actual movements of shapes on plane than theoretical 
transformations. 
Reflection is the formation of the mirror image on the other side of the reflection line 
which can be y-axis, x-axis. When reflection is about the x-axis the y co-ordinates of the 
image become the additive inverses of the co-ordinates of the vertices of the original 
shape and vice versa. When reflection is about the y-axis the x co-ordinates of the image 
become the additive inverses of the co-ordinates of the object. 
MOTIVATION  
The workshop will help the participants to have conceptual understanding of 
transformations as the presenter is going to represent transformations verbally , 
symbolically and diagrammatically. The transformations are frequently asked in grade 9 
common tests and some teachers have been complaining about difficulty of teaching 
transformations and I am prepared to juxtapose transformations. Although 
transformation as a topic has been removed from the grade 10 curriculum statement 
mathematics transformations in graphs will be done in grade10. Thus this workshop will  
lay a strong foundation for translations of graphs  
INTRODUCTION 
What does transforming the object by (x +2 ; y - 4)  mean? 
What does translation of an object mean? 
If an object has vertex A(2; 2) and is reflected about x- axis , what will the co-ordinates 
of A1 be ? 
If quadrilateral ABCD has vertices A(-4 ; 0) , B(0 ; -4) , C(4 ; 0 ) and D( 0; 4) and is 
transformed by (2x ; 2y) , what will the co –ordinates  of the newly formed quadrilateral 
be? 
PRESENTATION 
Activity 1 
In your groups of 5, brainstorm what do you understand by  


• Translations of objects 


• Reflecting objects 


• Enlarging objects 


• And prepare  presentations  to be presented by your groups. 
Activity 2 (Practical transformations) 
Use the supplied grid papers and shapes to transform them  


• By  (x – 5 ; y + 2) 


• By (-5 ; 2) 
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Name the type of transformation you have used in bullet one and bullet two above. 
What have you noticed about the positions of the transformed object? 
Activity 3 
Use the supplied Cartesian planes to reflect  the given shapes about  


• Y- axis 


• X- axis 
What do you notice about the co- ordinates of the vertices of the image  in bullet one and 
in bullet two above ? 
Activity4( Symbolic representation of transformations) 
Find the co-ordinates of the vertices of  triangle A1B1C1 when  triangle ABC has been 
translated  by (-3 ; 3). 
Write down the co-ordinates of the vertices of the image when ABCD  has vertices A(-3 
;7) , B (-3 ; 3), C (0 ; 3) & D(0 ; 7) and is reflected about the x-axis. 
Find the co-ordinates A1B1C1D1E1F1when ABCDEF whose co –ordinates are A(0; 2) , 
B(-2 ; 0), C (0 ; -2), D(2 ; -2), E (3 ; 0) and F (2 ; 2) respectively  is enlarged by (3x ; 3y) 
or a scale factor of 3. 
Consolidation 
Transformations which we have looked at  are 


• Translations (sliding) 


• Reflections (formation of images about lines) 


• Dilations (enlargement& reduction) 
We translate both practically and symbolically. We need to expose learners to both 
representations for enhancing their conceptual understanding. Conceptual  
understanding is a functional grasp of a mathematical idea (Kilpatrick et al.,  2001:116). 
DISCUSSION 
Can we differentiate between enlargement and reduction? 
Give an example of enlargement and reduction to show that you know the difference 
between these two types of dilations. 
Give examples of translations to show that you understand the concept of translations of 
transformation geometry. 
CONCLUSION 
When we use multiple representations of concepts our learners gain insight and 
understanding. Teaching mathematics by investigation/ practical activities helps learners 
to discover or notice the relationships. Practical translations of shapes reinforce 
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symbolic translations of shapes and symbolic translations of shapes also reinforce 
practical translations. When both representations have been understood one 
representation will help learners to check the other representation and vice versa. 
REFERENCES 
Nkungu, M.T., Nxiweni .A .L., Qwele .B .N & Xozwa, M. (2001). Mathematics for the New Nation. Cape  


Town : Afro Publishers. 
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Du Toit, S. (2013). Polya’s problem-solving model: surface area and perimeter in an authentic context. In Z. Davis & S. 
Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 
2. (pp. 21). Cape Town: AMESA. 


POLYA’S PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL: SURFACE AREA AND 
PERIMETER IN AN AUTHENTIC CONTEXT 


Stephan du Toit 
University of the Free State 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Senior and FET phase 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 participants (more if venue allows) 
MOTIVATION 
This workshop demonstrates the use of Polya’s problem-solving model on an open-
ended problem in an authentic context and could enhance the participants’ appreciation 
of the applicability  
CONTENT 
The participants explore a word-problem in a group context.  The presenter facilitates 
the discussion in an interactive way.  Materials (square paper, string, scissors, matches) 
are used to demonstrate certain principles practically.  Time slot: First 45 minutes 
(Exploring step 1 to 3 of Polya’s problem solving model).  Second 45 minutes 
(Exploring step 4 of Polya’s problem-solving model: Alternative solutions). Last 30 
minutes (Exploring step 4 of Polya’s problem-solving model: application of the solution 
in different contexts).   
ABSTRACT 
In South Africa, an important aim of mathematics education is to enhance learners’ 
problem-solving abilities. George Polya suggests that a teacher should stimulate 
learners’ curiosity by posing interesting problems in order to enhance their independent 
thinking abilities. In the first phase, learners must understand the verbal statement of the 
problem to such a degree that they can easily repeat the problem statement. During the 
second phase, a plan is made that consists of an outline of the calculations and 
constructions that will lead to the solution and it is regarded as the core aspect of finding 
the solution. The third phase is easier than devising a plan, because learners only need to 
exercise patience in order to successfully carry out the plan. The fourth phase is 
regarded as very instructive, because learners’ knowledge is consolidated and their 
problem-solving skills are enhanced if they re-examine the problem-solving process. In 
this workshop, Polya’s problem-solving model is applied to an authentic problem that 
mainly involves the relationship between surface area and perimeter.  An exploration of 
the fourth phase yields interesting perspectives on alternative ways of solving the 
problem and the application of the solution in different contexts. 
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Maxwell, C. (2013). Rocket car-matics. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the 
Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 48 – 49). Cape Town: AMESA. 


ROCKET CAR-MATICS 
Christopher Maxwell 


Edit Microsystems 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation Phase, Intermediate Phase, Senior Phase, FET  
DURATION: 1 hour slot 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 32 
MOTIVATION 
This workshop brings learners to observe their mathematics in a practical example. 
Introducing one key part of the mathematics curriculum for each phase in a group 
environment. It emphasizes the importance of mathematics in an exciting real-world 
example, the Bloodhound SSC project. 
Bloodhound SSC is a car that has been designed to travel faster than the speed of sound 
as well as break the world land-speed record. The relevance? This car will be run 
exclusively in South Africa and the driver of the car, Andy Green, apart from being an 
RAF fighter pilot also has a first-class pass in mathematics from Oxford University. The 
project is driven by a worldwide education program to inspire a generation and bring 
mathematics alive. This workshop looks at the mathematical fronts of the car for a range 
of levels. It has worksheets using mathematical software on an interactive ‘SMART 
Board’. 
CONTENT 
There will be 8 groups of 4 people per group in 4 categories. Each category represents a 
specific education phase (foundation, intermediate, senior and FET). 
Each phase will develop the mathematics of a specific area of the car. The main topics 
covered by the stages will be: 
Foundation:  Recognition of geometrical shapes and combining them to build one large 
shape. 
Intermediate: Proportions and Percentages and ratios such as using fractions and 
decimals. 
Senior: Interpretation of graphs, students will be looking at number lines and 
interpreting them with a graph’s of velocity and acceleration. Also some graph sketching 
is involved in this level. 
FET: Solving tables of data and differential equations to calculate statistics of the car, as 
well as solving stability and small matrix equations of the rocket car system. 
Each phase will have time to plan in their group which strategy to follow in order to 
solve their particular problem. After planning the group will have time to put their work 
on a SMART Board. This will be visible to all and will showcase the problem solving 
taking place. 
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There are two parts to the workshop, each part will take a total of 30 minutes. 
ABSTRACT 
The Bloodhound SSC (Super Sonic Car) project to break the world land-speed record is 
taking science and mathematics forward to inspire a generation to think differently and 
scientifically about the world we live in. Using the mathematics of the Bloodhound SSC, 
this workshop will explore the shapes, proportions and equations to give a successful 
mathematical solution to a stable system. 
Build a Rocket Car using mathematics or simply ‘Rocket Car-matics’. This workshop 
takes snippets of the mathematics curriculum from each stage ranging from Foundation 
to FET level and combines them to formulate a ‘Rocket Car’ system which can speed or 
sink its way to a finish line. Learners will work in groups of 4 to provide an applicable 
solution using symmetry and geometry, percentage and proportion, graph sketching and 
interpretation, as well as stability and matrix equations. Come put your mathematics to a 
good test and build a stable system with ‘Rocket Car-matics’.  
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W01 Gabeba Agherdien ‘I know my maths’: Number concept, place value, basic operations


W02 Toni Beardon AIMSSEC do-it-yourself workshops: Teachers as learners with 
other teachers 


W03 Toni Beardon AIMSSEC − starting with a problem not a technique 


W04 Ria Brown & Philip R. Brown A typical geometry lesson 


W05 Betty Thapedi Chewe Multiplication is repeated addition 


W06 Heather Collins Teaching and learning about measuring mass and capacity in 
the Intermediate Phase 


W07 Heather Collins Examining the visual patterns that occur around us in a 
mathematical way  


W08 Michael de Villiers A dynamic investigation of Napoleon’s theorem 


W09 Brian Doig Getting off the plane: From tessellations to solids 


W10 Stephan du Toit Polya’s problem-solving model: Surface area and perimeter in 
an authentic context 


W11 Vasuthavan Govender Analysing the Grade 9 National Annual Assessment for mathematics


W12 Susie Groves Geometry in art and design 


W13 Susie Groves Strategies for problem solving 


W14 Wandile Hlaleleni Transformation geometry of GET is a pre-requisite for 
understanding FET transformations 


W15 Lauren Izaaks Using a Casio scientific calculator to assist in plotting graphs 


W16 J.J. Khumalo & Delani 
Mthethwe 


What does the graph look like? 


W17 Micky Lavery & Jackie 
Scheiber 


Grade 10 geometry through paper folding 


W18 Amanda le Roux Designing a trajectory to develop the fraction concept in the 
intermediate phase 


W19 Agatha Lebethe Teaching and learning about measuring mass, capacity and 
length in the Foundation Phase 


W20 Caroline Long & Sarah 
Bansilal 


Introduction to Rasch measurement theory 


W21 Rencia Lourens Tackling geometry in the FET band 


W22 Robert Tlou Mabotja Excelling parabolic functions 


W23 Christopher Maxwell Rocket car-matics 


W24 Frankson Muzondo & 
Bomikazi Mtangayi 


Animate your angles in circle geometry 


W25 Marc North Plans, plans and more plans. Making sense of the sections in 
the mathematical literacy CAPS curriculum that deal with plans 
and models 


W26 Cerenus Pfeiffer Using GeoGebra to teach circle geometry 


Continued … 







W27 Thanyani Rambane Five number summary and box and whisker diagrams for 
ungrouped and grouped data 


W28 Astrid Scheiber Making regression analysis easy using a Casio scientific 
calculator 


W29 Sue Southwood Theorems and converses 


W30 Debbie Stott, Diliza Hewana, 
Nombulelu Koliti & Yaleka 
Mase 


Using dice and card games in mental maths sessions 


W31 Desiree Timmet Dependent and independent events 


W32 Themba Tshongwe Manipulatives are not toys, use with caution: Extracts from
Headstart Series Foundation Phase 


W33 Lucia J. van Rensburg & 
Edward Moseki 


Probability concepts leading to the use of Venn-diagrams in the 
solving of problems 


W34 Maria S. Weitz Assessing early number learning using the learning framework 
in number 


W35 Helena Wessels TinkerPlots 
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Collins, H. (2013). Teaching and learning about measuring, mass and capacity in the Intermediate Phase. In Z. Davis & S. 
Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 
2. (pp. 15 – 16). Cape Town: AMESA. 


TEACHING AND LEARNING ABOUT MEASURING MASS AND 
CAPACITY IN THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE 


Heather Collins 
Mathematics Education Primary Programme 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Intermediate Phase Teachers. 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 
MOTIVATION 
A variety of external tests, such as Annual National Assessments and other systemic 
evaluations have shown that learners do not have the expected skills in measurement. 
This is possibly because many learners only get the opportunity to measure with rulers 
and that most other aspects of measurement are taught through calculation exercises. 
Few learners are taught how to read real instruments; nor the important concept of 
scaling, that underpins many of the questions that learners face in external tests. This 
workshop aims to look ways of sequencing measuring concepts, activities and tasks. It 
will also look at the relationship between the logic of the metric system and the place 
value system, as the basis for learning to convert between units. 
CONTENT 
The workshop will start by focussing on commonly accepted understanding of the ways 
in which children learn to measure. It will examine the ways in which this matches the 
suggested sequencing of content around measuring in the Curriculum and Assessment 
Policy Statement. (20 minutes: split between 10 minutes introduction, and 10 minutes 
consolidation of concepts) 


Teachers will then break into groups, to work through a series of work stations on 
measuring mass and measuring capacity. 


About 50 minutes will be spent on the workstation on mass: 


• Workstations 1 & 2 will focus on the relationship between grams and kilograms 
and using groceries to teach and consolidate this relationship (Work Station 1: 10 
minutes); Workstation 2 (20 minutes), 


• Workstation 3 will focus on reading mass meters (20 minutes), 


About 50 minutes will be spent on the workstation on capacity/ volume: 


• Workstations 1 and 2 will focus on the relationship between litres and millilitres 
and using groceries to teach and consolidate this relationship (Work Station 1: 10 
minutes); Workstation 2 (20 minutes), 
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• Workstation 3 will focus on reading measuring jugs, measuring cylinders, 
syringes etc. (20 minutes), 


 
At the work stations there will be a focus on learner misconceptions and common 
learner errors. There will also be discussion about teaching measurement in the 
Intermediate Phase.  At the end of the workshop, there will be a focus on the metric 
systems: ways of helping learners to do conversions between units. 


ABSTRACT 
This workshop offers Intermediate Phase Teachers the opportunity to consider ways in 
which they can help learners to understand the relationship between litres and millilitres, 
and the relationship between grams and kilograms. It also aims to help teachers 
understand the skills learners use to read mass meters and measuring jugs. 
The workshop will start by focussing on commonly accepted understandings of how 
children learn to measure. It will examine the ways in which this matches the suggested 
sequencing of content around measuring in the Curriculum and Assessment Policy 
Statement. Participants will examine ways of sequencing measuring concepts, activities 
and tasks. 
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Pfeiffer, C. (2013). Using GeoGebra to teach circle geometry. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th 
Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 54 – 55). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


USING GEOGEBRA TO TEACH CIRCLE GEOMETRY 
Cerenus Pfeiffer 


Institute of Mathematics and Science Teaching, University of Stellenbosch 
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET teachers (Grade 10 – 12) 


DURATION:  2 hours 


MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS:  
Maximum number 30 participants, but it will depend on number of computers in the 
computer lab. Each participant must have access to a computer for this session. 
MOTIVATION 


• To expose teachers how to integrate GeoGebra (dynamic software) in their 
teaching of Circle Geometry.  


• To expose teachers to mathematics material that facilitates self-exploration and 
self-activity with GeoGebra. 
 


CONTENT 
Participants will: 


• Explore software to familiarise themselves with the working of the software. 
• Create activities to investigate and prove the theorems of the geometry of circles. 


Activities will cover the Grade 11 Circle Geometry (CAPS). 
 


PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 
Short presentation on the need for learners to be active involve in 
the process of learning and the history of Geogebra. 


10 minutes 


Participants to familiarise themselves with the icons in GeoGebra 
that they will use during this session. 


15 minutes 


Creating of activities in Geogebra and investigate and prove the 
theorems. 


1h15minutes 


Related discussions and installation of software. 20 minutes 
ABSTRACT 
Circle Geometry can be done by pen-and-paper activities but with Geogebra (dynamic 
software) you can create in the same time far more activities to do more investigations. 
Dynamic software can be used to explore and visualise geometrical properties by 
dragging objects and transforming figures in ways beyond the scope of traditional paper-
and-pencil geometry. “Learners must be exposed to meaningful problems and not given 
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algorithms, definitions and rules. Few people know that mathematics is an activity. 
Little children are taught mathematics as an activity, but as they mature into rational 
beings, we are prone to teach them a well-organized prefabricated deductive system of 
mathematics, because rational beings may be supposed to understand deductive systems. 
You know that it does not work very well.” (Freudenthal, Geometry between the Devil 
and the Deep Sea, 1971). 
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Le Roux, A. (2013). Designing a trajectory to develop the fraction concept in the Intermediate Phase. In Z. Davis & S. 
Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 
2. (pp. 38 – 39). Cape Town: AMESA. 


DESIGNING A TRAJECTORY TO DEVELOP THE FRACTION 
CONCEPT IN THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE 


Amanda le Roux 
Curro Schools 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Intermediate Phase. 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
Teachers will experience what it means to teach via problems, i.e. where the problem is 
the vehicle of learning. Concepts are constructed by working on appropriate problems 
which are designed to elicit reasoning about the concepts. 
CONTENT 
1. Introductory discussion of relevant issues e.g. 


“What does it mean to develop a concept as opposed to transmitting a procedure to 
follow?” 
“How is a learning trajectory designed?” 
“What are the underlying “Big Ideas” of the fraction concept?” 
“What are the common misconceptions that occur concerning fractions and how can 
they be prevented?” 
This should take up about 15 minutes of the workshop time. 


2. Participants, in groups of three, will solve problems from the trajectory in the given 
sequence. The process will be interrupted regularly (after every one or two problems) 
for discussion. The purpose of the dicussion is to analyse the problem done (i.e. to 
identify the mathematical intent of every problem) according to the aspects of the 
“Big Ideas” that were identified. This will be done on a grid-like checklist where the 
aspects are listed. The list of aspects, the checklist and the list of problems are 
attached. 
This will take up the rest of the workshop time. The number of problems done will be 
adjusted according to the available time. 


ABSTRACT 
“Fractions” seems to remain a problem for Intermediate Phase learners despite efforts of 
teachers to give it special attention and to provide hands-on experiences with 
manipulatives. Emphasis on procedures in teaching and trajectories that reinforce rather 
then prevent misconceptions have been named as reasons for this. In the trajectory for 
teaching and learning fractions presented in this workshop the emphasis is on the 
reasoning and true engagement required from learners while dealing with situations 
concerning fractions. 
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Participants will solve problems from the trajectory and analyse them according to 
aspects of the big ideas that underpin the fraction concept. Through the solving and 
analysing of the problems the mathematical intent of each problem should become clear.  
The workshop aims at giving participants a glimpse of problem centred teaching in 
action. This will be achieved by interrupting the problem solving activity after every one 
or two problems for discussion.  
Notions like “learning trajectory”, “big ideas” and “development of a concept” will be 
clarified during the discussions part of the workshop. The following aspects of relevant 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge will be considered:  


o preconceptions that learners bring with them 
o the conditions that are favourable for learning  


Common misconceptions concerning fractions will be pointed out and it will be shown 
how these misconceptions can be prevented by using an appropriate sequencing and by 
the choice of problems in the trajectory. 
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Groves, S. (2013). Strategies for problem solving. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress 
of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 27 – 28). Cape Town: AMESA. 


STRATEGIES FOR PROBLEM SOLVING 
Susie Groves 


Deakin University, Australia 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Mathematics teachers in the Intermediate & Senior Phases. 
DURATION: 2 HOURS 
MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF PARTICIPANTS: Unlimited 
MOTIVATION 


• To enhance teachers’ knowledge of ways in which strategies for problem solving 
can be taught to students through the use of open-ended, non-routine problems. 


• To help teachers recognise and source non-routine problems related to patterns 
and algebra. 


• To increase teachers’ confidence in conducting whole-class discussions based on 
sharing students’ solutions to problems. 


CONTENT 
Participants will solve and discuss the role of patterns in the following three problems: 


• Matchstick problem – seeing patterns 


• Paper folding – explaining patterns 


• Regions of a circle – beware of patterns 
Participants will also examine links to algebra, as well as discuss the place of problem 
solving in the curriculum. 
HANDOUTS  
The Matchstick Problem 
Stacey, K. & Groves, S. (1985) Strategies for Problem Solving. (Reprinted 2006), pp. 


57–58.  Berwick, Vic: Objective Learning Materials. 
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PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 


Introduction 


• Discussion of relevant aspects of problem solving in the South 
African mathematics curriculum 


• Outline of the session 


 
10 minutes 


Matchstick problem – seeing patterns 


• Solving problem individually or in groups 


• Sharing solutions 


• Examples of Japanese upper primary students’ solutions 


• Links to algebra 


 
10 minutes 
20 minutes 
5 minutes 
5 minutes 


Paper folding – explaining patterns 


• Solving problem individually or in groups 


• Sharing solutions – different patterns need different 
explanations (justifications) 


 
10 minutes 
20 minutes 


Regions of a circle – beware of patterns 


• Solving problem individually  


• Discussing solutions – need to be able to justify (prove) 
patterns  


 
10 minutes 
10 minutes 


Conclusion 


• Using patterns to help solve problems 


• Strategies for Problem Solving book 


 
5 minutes 
5 minutes 


General discussion 10 minutes 


ABSTRACT 
The South African National Curriculum Statement states that it aims to produce learners 
who are able to identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and 
creative thinking and suggests that 10% of time should be devoted to problem solving, 
where this refers to unseen, non-routine problems. Yet a search for the term problem 
solving in the content reveals only references to solving problems (mainly calculations) 
in measurement and fractions. Most of the possibilities for solving non-routine 
problems, in both the Intermediate and Senior Phases, seem to occur in the content area 
of Patterns, functions and algebra. This workshop focuses on ways in which teachers 
can develop their students problem solving skills and strategies, particularly in the area 
of using patterns to help solve problems. 
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Wessels, H. (2013). TinkerPlots. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association 
for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 78 – 79). Cape Town: AMESA. 


TINKERPLOTS 
Helena Wessels 


Unit for Research in Mathematics Education (RUMEUS),  
Stellenbosch University 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Intermediate and Senior Phase teachers  
DURATION: 2 hours  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants 
VENUE: Computer laboratory 
ABSTRACT 
TinkerPlots Dynamic Data Exploration is a data analysis program designed specifically 
for learners in the Intersen Phase. It is a general data handling tool that teachers and 
learners alike will find useful across a large range of subject matter. It is a user-friendly 
program with a variety of ready-to-analyse data sets, drawn from topics including 
mathematics, science, geography, sports, etc. The software is not about clever graphics 
or entertaining games, but learners are likely to be engaged with the content and 
reflective thought forms a significant part of the correct use of the program in the 
classroom. Through TinkerPlots, learners can enter data they collect themselves or find 
on the Internet, and can create their own graphs or tables of these data. They can also 
use the program to produce reports that include graphs, text that explains their findings 
and even photos they take or from the Internet. TinkerPlots differs from other ‘graphing’ 
or spread sheet programs because learners can actually design their own graphs, giving 
them a sense of being in control of what they produce. 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The ultimate goal of statistics in the mathematics curriculum is statistical literacy 
(Franklin, et al. 2005). The TinkerPlots software program was designed by Key 
Curriculum Press as a tool for teachers to use in the endeavour to  


• develop statistical literacy and statistical thinking, 
• make use of real data, 
• promote conceptual understanding and reflective thinking rather than mere knowledge of the 


procedures in using the program, and 
• encourage active learning and discussions in the classroom. 


 
Thoughtful use of the TinkerPlots software will help teachers to develop learners’ 
statistical literacy and critical thinking, which is in line with the  Curriculum and 
Assessment Policy Statement (DBE 2011, p. 5) which envisages “... learners who are 
able to use science and technology effectively and critically...”. Moreover, teachers 
generally understand mathematical and statistical concepts better when computer 
programs are used in their professional development, even though they might not be able 
to use the software programs with their learners. 
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CONTENT OF THE WORKSHOP 
The introductory workshop is divided into 3 parts:  


• Part A (± 50 min) includes a video clip covering the basics of the program and 
data exploring activities by participants. The learning goal is to introduce teachers 
to ways in which TinkerPlots can be used to make predictions about the 
relationship between two characteristics, make graphs to investigate a question, 
and support a conclusion using information from a graph. The pedagogical 
reflection questions for this section are: How does the investigation approach used 
in these activities engage learners with the data (if it does)? What have learners 
learned at the end of these activities? 
 


• Part B (± 15 min) is about importing data from Word, Excel and the Internet. 
TinkerPlots can import data from many different applications, such as Microsoft 
Word, spreadsheet programs like Excel, and websites. There are three ways to 
import data: by copying and pasting, by importing from a text file, or by 
downloading from the internet. The learning goal for this part is to help teachers 
to find and enter data into TinkerPlots and make it usable for their learners. The 
pedagogical reflection questions for this section are: How do the data that learners 
work with affect what they learn? How do you choose the data that learners will 
work with? 
 


• Part C (± 50 min) focuses on investigating data.  The learning goal for this section 
is to make teachers aware of ways to foster learners’ ability to: identify important 
(or unusual) aspects of data; justify conclusions based on data; represent data with 
graphs; summarise variability among data values with some measure of centre; 
judge when a shift in a group average is probably due to chance and when it is an 
indicator of real change; and evaluate how well different graphical representations 
of the same data show important aspects of data. 


ACTIVITIES AND NOTES TO BE USED  
The notes are based on the TinkerPlots Workshop Guide and permission to copy the 
workshop notes for participants was granted by the Publisher (Key Curriculum Press). 
The workshop will only be a basic introduction to TinkerPlots as the full training course 
comprises a number of workshops. 
REFERENCES 
Franklin, C.; Kader, G.; Moreno, J.; Peck, R.; Perry, M. & Schaeffer, R. (2005). Guidelines for assessment and 


instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) Report. A Pre-K – 12 Curriculum Framework. Alexandria, VA: 
American Statistical Association.  


Key Curriculum Press. (2009). Tinkerplots Dynamic Data Exploration. Boston: University of Massachusetts. 


Department of Basic Education. (2011). National Curriculum Statement (NCS). Curriculum and Assessment 
Policy Statement (CAPS) Senior Phase Grades 7-9. Mathematics.  Pretoria: Department of Basic Education. 
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Chewe, B. (2013). Multiplication is repeated addition. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual 
Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 13 – 14). Cape Town: AMESA. 


MULTIPLICATION IS REPEATED ADDITION 
Betty Thapedi Chewe  


Mananga Junior Primary School 
Limpopo Province – Capricorn District 


 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Intermediate Teacher (Grade: 4) 
DURATION: 1 hour 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 40 
MOTIVATION FOR WORKSHOP 
This workshop will enable teachers to use different strategies of teaching mathematics. 
The teachers will grow in their understanding and knowledge of certain common errors 
that leaners have in relations to mathematics content selected for the activity. 
CONTENT OF WORKSHOP 
In this presentation teachers will be introduced to various strategies for teaching 
multiplication as repeated addition. This will also help learners to solve mathematical 
problems. Learners will also know that multiplication is a shortcut for repeated addition. 


1. Strategies for teaching multiplication as a repeated addition: 
2. Counting 
3. Pictures and visual representation 
4. Games 
5. Patterns 


PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR THE WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 
Introduction  10 Minutes  
Presentation and Activities  40 Minutes 
Discussion and Questions 10 Minutes 


MATHEMATICS CONTENT 
a) 3 + 3 = 3 x 2 = 2 +2+2 = 6 


 
b) Addition: 3 is added twice 


  2 is added three times 
 


Multiplication:  3 is multiplied by 2 
   2 is multiplied by 3 
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c) In a table: 
 


C1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
C1 x 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 


 
Is the same as: 
 


C1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 C1 +  C1  1 + 1 2 + 2 3 + 3 4 + 4 5 + 5 6 + 6 
 


REFERENCE 
Department of Education: National curriculum statement (NCS) Intermediate Phase 
Department of Basic Education: Curriculum, Assessment Policy (CAPS) Intermediate 


Phase. 
Pretorious, J. Potgieter, R. & Ladewig, W. (2012). Oxford successful mathematics grade 


4 teacher’s guide. Cape Town: Oxford University Press. 
Pretorious, J. Potgieter, R. & Ladewig, W. (2012). Oxford successful mathematics grade 


4 learner’s book. Cape Town: Oxford University Press. 
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Mabotja, R. (2013). Excelling parabolic functions. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress 
of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 45 – 47). Cape Town: AMESA. 


EXCELLING PARABOLIC FUNCTIONS 
Robert Tlou Mabotja 


Capricorn district: Seshego circuit Limpopo province 
 


DURATION: 1 hour 


TARGET AUDIENCE: FET educators 


MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 


 


MOTIVATION FOR THE WORKSHOP 
Technology at present plays an important part in the teaching of Mathematics in our 
school according to the new curriculum (CAPS). Educators on the other hand need to 
equip themselves with technological equipments available in their schools. Microsoft 
Excel can assist educators a great deal because they can explore the effect of parameters 
on parabolic functions with ease. 
ABSTRACT  
Parabolic functions are dealt extensively in the FET band especially Grade 11. Learners 
are to explore the effect of parameters of parabolic functions. Learners are to determine 
the effect of parameters a, p and q. Microsoft Excel can clearly demonstrate the effect of 
parameters. This workshop will assist educators to teach functions using Microsoft Excel 
and they how to use Microsoft Excel to set tests and examination papers. 
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT OF WORKSHOP 
Content Overview  
Functions 


Generate as many graphs as necessary, initially by means of point-by-point plotting, 
supported by available technology, to make and test conjectures and hence generalize                 
the effects of the parameter which results in a horizontal shift and that which results in a 
horizontal stretch and/or reflection about the y axis.  
Content Clarifications 
Functions 
Revise the effect of the parameters a and q and investigate the effect of p on the graphs 
of the functions defined by: 𝑦 = 𝑎(𝑥 + 𝑝)! + 𝑞 
Comment 
Once the effects of the parameters have been established, various problems need to be 
set: drawing sketch graphs, determining the defining equations of functions from 
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sufficient data, making deductions from graphs. Real life applications of the prescribed 
functions should be studied.  
PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 
Motivation for the workshop 03 Minutes 
Abstract  02 Minutes 
Description of content 05 Minutes 
Activities  40 Minutes 
Questions  10 Minutes 


MATHEMATICS CONTENT  
On the same set of axis draw graphs of the following function:  
𝑦 = 𝑥!,  𝑦 = 2𝑥!, 𝑦 = 3𝑥! and 𝑦 = 4𝑥! 
Using Microsoft Office Excel: 


• Open Microsoft Office Excel 
• In the first column: enter −4, −3 highlight them and drag them down 
• In the second column: press [ = ] [ A ] [ 1 ] [shift 6] [2] [enter] highlight the result 


and drag them down 
• In the third column: press [ = ] [ 2 ] [shift 8] [shift 6] [ A ] [ 1 ] [shift 6] [2] [enter] 


highlight the result and dreg them down 
• In the fourth column: press [ = ] [ 3 ] [shift 8] [ A ] [ 1 ] [shift 6] [2] [enter] 


highlight the result and drag them down 
• In the fifth column: press [ = ] [ 4 ] [shift 8] [ A ] [ 1 ] [shift 6] [2] [enter] highlight 


the result and drag them down 
-4 16 32 48 64 
-3 9 18 27 36 
-2 4 8 12 16 
-1 1 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 3 4 
2 4 8 12 16 
3 9 18 27 36 
4 16 32 48 64 


• Highlight the whole data set 
• Click insert, scatter, scatter with only marker 
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• Right click a point, Add Trendline, Polynomial, Order 3 and close 


 
CONCLUSION  
Mathematics will never ever be a monster or a taboo in our school if educators can 
familiarize themselves with the use of computers and other technological equipment 
available in their schools. 
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Doig, B. (2013). Getting off the plane: from tessellations to solids. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th 
Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 19 – 20). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


GETTING OFF THE PLANE: FROM TESSELLATIONS TO SOLIDS 
Brian Doig 


Deakin University, Australia 
 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Mathematics teachers in the Intermediate Phase. 
TIME-SLOT: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF PARTICIPANTS: 40 
MOTIVATION FOR WORKSHOP 


• To expose teachers to simple materials that help learners to explore and understand 
some aspects of three-dimensional geometry. 


• To demonstrate how children can experience solid shapes through simple paper, 
pencil, and scissor activities. 


CONTENT OF WORKSHOP 
Participants will: 


• Explore some tessellations. 


• Create the Platonic solids from partial tessellations. 


• Explore the development of lessons from simple beginnings. 


• Learn how to make mathematics learning fun for their students. 


• Explore how to introduce their students to 3-dimensional geometry. 
 


PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 


Presenter gives a brief presentation on tessellations 10 minutes 
Participants will construct a cube for themselves, and compare 
and discuss their nets 


20 minutes 


Participants will construct a tetrahedron and an octahedron 
and for themselves, and compare their nets 


20 minutes 


Participants will discuss their experience to date, and share 
their insights 


15 minutes 


Participants will construct an icosahedron for themselves, and 
compare their nets 


10 minutes 


Participants will construct an icosahedron for themselves, and 
compare their nets 


15 minutes 
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Participants will discuss their findings and produce a 
dodecahedron. 


15 minutes 


General discussion and ideas for further lessons on solids. 15 minutes 
 
ABSTRACT 
The world at large is three dimensional, but for many children school leaves the 
exploration of 3-D geometry to late in the primary years. However, as participants will 
experience in this workshop, some of the basic ideas solid shapes can be explored with 
the use of very simple and readily available materials. This workshop provides 
opportunity for teachers in the Intermediate Phase to explore the construction and 
geometric properties of the Platonic solids for themselves, and also explore ideas for 
repeating the experience for their own students. Simple materials, such as paper and 
scissors combined basic cutting and sticking skills can be powerful tools for exploring 
some basic geometric ideas and terminology, such as surface, edge, vertex, and angles. 
Providing children with these experiences through their own handiwork has the potential 
for a lasting impact on their attitude to studying geometry. Geometry should, and can, be 
fun! All materials will be provided, including scissors, although participants are 
encouraged to bring along their own favourite pair! 
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North, M. (2013). Plans, plans and more plans. Making sense of the sections in the Mathematical Literacy CAPS curriculum 
that deal with plans and models. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of the Association 
for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 52– 53). Cape Town: AMESA. 


PLANS, PLANS AND MORE PLANS: MAKING SENSE OF THE 
SECTIONS IN THE MATHEMATICAL LITERACY CAPS 


CURRICULUM THAT DEAL WITH PLANS AND MODELS 
Marc North 


TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Mathematical Literacy teachers (Grades 10 to 12) 
DURATION: 2 hours 


MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: No limit 


MOTIVATION 
Many learners find working with plans difficult. And many teachers do not particularly 
enjoy having to build models with their learners and often argue that because the 
construction of a model cannot be assessed in an examination it is not necessary to 
complete this section or activity with learners. 


In light of the above challenges, the aim of this workshop is three-fold: 


• Firstly, to explore with participants different types of questioning that can be based 
on plans and possible ways in which to help learners to successfully engage with 
these types questioning. 


• Secondly, to explore with participants particular methodologies for helping their 
learners to more successfully engage with plans as a form of a 2-dimensional 
representation of an object. 


• Thirdly, to demonstrate to teachers the importance of model construction as a means 
for helping learners to translate from 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional space.  


A key point presented in the workshop will be that for many learners it is only through 
the physical construction of a 3-dimensional model that they are able to visualise the 
object that has been represented on plans, and that this movement from 2-dimensional 
representation to a 3-dimensional physical object is a key movement in the development 
of the learners’ 3-dimensional visualization and reasoning skills. 


CONTENT 
Please note that all resources and worksheets – including various floor and elevation 
plans – will be provided at the workshop. The plans are not included in these 
proceedings due to the scaled nature of the plans and the fact that inclusion of the plans 
in the proceedings will reduce the scaling factor and potential accuracy of the plans. The 
plans will be provided on A4 and/or A3 paper – which does not fit with the design 
dimensions of the proceeding book. 
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The plans will also be accompanied by a PowerPoint presentation and worksheets that 
provide notes and questions relating to the topics of scales and plans. 


Approximate time 
allocation Activity 


15 min Discussion of a broad overview of the sections on Plans and 
Models in the curriculum Mathematical Literacy curriculum 


50 min 
Exploration and discussion of a set of floor and elevation 
plans and of the types of questioning that can be based on 
these plans. 


40 min Construction of a model of the object shown in the plan 
15 min Discussion and questions 


ABSTRACT 
Many learners find working with plans difficult; and many teachers do not particularly 
enjoy having to build models with their learners and often argue that since the 
construction of a model cannot be assessed in a written examination it is not necessary 
to complete this section or activity with learners. In this workshop participants will 
explore why it is important for learners to be able to interpret plans, the types of skills 
that are developed through exposure to plans, and the necessity of model construction 
for the development of the learners’ skills in 3-dimensional visualisation and 
representation.  


In engaging with these various issues, this workshop will engage participants in the 
sections in the Mathematical Literacy CAPS curriculum (Grades 10 to 12) that specify 
content relating to Plans and Models. Participants will work with a variety of different 
floor and elevation plans, and may even construct a small model of the building 
presented in the plans. Participants will be provided with the opportunity to engage with 
the different plans and with the different types of questions and problems that can be 
posed in relation to the plans. Discussion will also focus on possible methodologies for 
helping learners to engage more successfully with these sections of the curriculum and 
on possible options for sequencing and pacing. Participants will also explore how the 
construction of 3-dimensional models of objects shown in plans is essential for helping 
learners to develop the ability to translate from 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional space 
and for the development of 3-dimensioanl reasoning and visualisation skills. 
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Beardon, T. (2013). AIMSSEC - starting with a problem not a technique. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 
19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 10 – 11). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


AIMSSEC - STARTING WITH A PROBLEM NOT A TECHNIQUE 
Toni Beardon 


African Institute for Mathematical Sciences Schools Enrichment Centre 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Teachers and teacher trainers. All phases. 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 60 or more provided that the room is 
furnished so that participants can sit around big tables and conveniently work in groups 
of 6 to 8 together.  
MOTIVATION FOR THE WORKSHOP 
How can teachers foster mathematical thinking and problem solving skills and still cover 
the curriculum? CAPS outlines four cognitive levels and allocates 45% of assessment at 
FET for complex procedures and problem solving. In this workshop, intermediate, 
senior and FET teachers and teacher educators will encounter and work on some ‘low 
threshold high ceiling’ problems suitable for all phases and on some problems designed 
for the phase with which they work, Participants will solve some problems from the 
AIMING HIGHER Teacher Network www.aiminghigh.aimssec.org and exchange ideas 
about starting lessons with a problem instead of starting with a technique.  


 
The proposed workshop will give participants the opportunity to try some problems 
from the AIMING HIGH Teacher Network and to reflect on how problem solving can 
be integrated regularly into mathematics lessons.  
The AIMING HIGH Network has a forum for teachers to seek help, and to support each 
other, as well as to discuss issues about teaching and learning mathematics in the SA 
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context. Each problem has its own thread of discussion about the use of the problem in 
teaching with links to learners’ solutions. 
Most teachers see problem solving as a means of practicing mathematical techniques 
that have been learnt and using and applying the mathematics already known to solving 
problems in everyday life contexts. Can problem solving also help learners to move 
from what they know to the next bit of mathematics that they need to learn? Yes, is the 
answer given by the NRICH Online Mathematics Project, founded by Toni Beardon in 
1996 http://nrich.maths.org . NRICH offers a wealth of rich mathematics resources to 
support this style of teaching for learners from early years through to university. 
AIMSSEC has adapted some NRICH resources for South African schools.  The 
AIMING HIGH Teacher Network offers South African teachers starting points and 
problems selected to suit the CAPS curriculum with links to related resources on 
NRICH.  
A selection of problems will be introduced at the workshop with the choice of problems, 
the timing for group activities, and for discussion, depending on the composition, 
interests and responses of the audience. 
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Groves, S. (2013). Geometry in art and design. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of the 19th Annual Congress of 
the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 24 – 26). Cape Town: AMESA. 


GEOMETRY IN ART AND DESIGN 
Susie Groves 


Deakin University, Australia 
 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Mathematics teachers in the Intermediate & Senior Phases. 
DURATION: 2 HOURS 
MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF PARTICIPANTS: Unlimited 
 
MOTIVATION 


• To enhance teachers’ knowledge of mathematical concepts related to geometry in 
the plane. 


• To foster teachers’ appreciation of the role of geometry in art and design. 


• To increase teachers’ confidence to produce aesthetically pleasing two-
dimensional original designs. 


• To provide teachers with ideas that can be modified for use in primary and 
secondary classrooms. 
 


CONTENT 
Participants will explore: 


• Tessellations occurring in art and design. 


• Links between mathematics and the work of M C Escher.  


• Lines of symmetry occuring in art and design and natural objects. 


• Rotaional symmetry occuring in art and design and natural objects. 


• Ways of incorporating art and design into their mathematics lessons. 
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PROPOSED TIME ALLOCATION FOR WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
Activity Time 


Discussion of relevant aspects of geometry in the South African 
mathematics curriculum 


5 minutes 


Participants familiarise themselves with the MATHOMAT  5 minutes 
Participants investigate tessellations in the plane, including: 


• Finding MATHOMAT shapes that tessellate 


• Finding all regular tessellations (3 in all) 


• Finding as many homogeneous tessellations as possibel in the 
time available (8 in all) 


30 minutes 


Discussion of the graphic works of M.C. Escher, including: 


• Illustrations of Escher’s works 


• Connections to mathematics 


• Techniques for producing Escher-type tessellations 


• Examples of student work 


20 minutes 


Participants investigate lines of symmetry in two-dimensional shapes, 
including:  


• Finding lines of symmetry in MATHOMAT shapes 


• Classifying shapes according to the number of lines of 
symmetry 


• Finding the number of lines of symmetry in complex shapes 


20 minutes 


Participants investigate rotational symmetry, including: 


• Identifying rotational symmetry in MATHOMAT shapes  


• Classifyning shapes according to the number of rotational 
symmetries 


• Identifying rotational symmetry in complex shapes 


20 minutes 


Finite symmetry groups of two-dimensional figures 


• Introduction to finite symmetry groups 


• Participants identify finite symmetry groups of two-dimensional 
figures occurring in art and design 


10 minutes 


General discussion 10 minutes 
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HANDOUTS  
Groves, S. & Grover, P. (1999). Maths with MATHOMAT: A series of lesson plans for 


years 4 to 9 and beyond (pp. 46; 87). Springvale, Vic: Objective Learning Materials. 
 ABSTRACT  
This workshop will illustrate ways in which an analysis of geometry in art and design 
can be used to underpin a range of exciting lessons to address topics in the content area 
of Space and Shape (Geometry) of the South African National Curriculum Statement. 
Specifically, it will address Topic 3.3 Symmetry from the Intermediate Phase, and 
Topics 3.1 Properties of 2-D shapes and 3.4 Transformations from both the Intermediate 
and Senior Phases. Participants will undertake mini-investigations related to regular and 
homogeneous tessellations, lines of symmetry and rotational symmetry, using the 
MATHOMAT as a tool to aid their investigations. A particular focus will be the work of 
M.C. Escher. 
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Lavery, M. & Scheiber, J. (2013). Grade 10: geometry through paper folding. In Z. Davis & S. Jaffer (Eds.), Proceedings of 
the 19th Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics Education of South Africa, Vol. 2. (pp. 36 – 37). Cape Town: 
AMESA. 


GRADE 10 GEOMETRY THROUGH PAPER FOLDING  
Micky Lavery and Jackie Scheiber 


RADMASTE Centre, Wits University 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Band. 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 participants  
 
MOTIVATION 
Many learners and teachers find geometry daunting. The use of rulers, protractors or set 
squares often makes learners anxious. With 4 sheets of A4 paper and a pen or pencil 
Grade 9 and 10 Geometry facts can be discovered hands on without using measuring 
instruments and accurate drawings. The shapes can be kept by learners to remember 
facts needed for proofs and calculations.  
CONTENT 
Properties of a rectangle, square, parallelogram, trapezium, rhombus and kite will be 
discovered using paper folding and tearing. Some of these shapes will also be used to 
revise facts about isosceles triangles, intersecting lines, parallel lines and transversals 
from earlier grades. The midpoint theorem will also be investigated through paper 
folding. 
The need for logical reasoning will be indicated and some of the conjectures made 
through paper folding will be proved. 
Time will be broken up as follows. Each time allocation allows for discussion. 
Activity Time 
Overview of the shapes that will be created.  
Worksheet page 1. 


10 min 


Folding an A4 page in various ways and using the measuring instrument to 
discover the properties of a rectangle. Worksheet page 2. 


15 min 


Finding properties of an isosceles triangle and properties of a square. 
Worksheet page 2. 


15 min 


Using a rectangle to investigate intersecting lines, parallel lines and 
transversals. Discovering the need for logical reasoning. Worksheet page 3. 


20 min 


Making a parallelogram, discovering the properties of a parallelogram and 
formally proving a property of a parallelogram. Worksheet pages 4 and 5. 


20 min 


Making various trapeziums and finding their properties. Worksheet page 5. 10 min 
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Making a rhombus and investigating its properties. Worksheet pages 5 and 6. 10 min 
Investigating the midpoint theorem through paper folding and measuring. 
Worksheet page 6. 


10 min 


Making a kite and investigating its properties. Worksheet page 7. 10 min 
 
ABSTRACT 
This workshop covers some of the Euclidean geometry specified in CAPS Grade 10.  
Geometry learnt in earlier grades is revised, the properties of the sides, angles and 
diagonals of quadrilaterals are investigated and conjectures are made about the 
properties. Proofs of conjectures are dealt with and the line segment joining the 
midpoints of two sides of a triangle (the midpoint theorem) is investigated.  
Revision and investigations are done through paper folding and cutting (or tearing).  The 
need for logical reasoning is discussed and practiced and some conjectures that were 
made through paper folding are proved.  
Participants will use a sheet of A4 paper as a measuring instrument, and fold and cut A4 
pages in order to discover properties of lines, angles and shapes. Each participant will 
make paper cut-outs of a rectangle, square, parallelogram, trapezium, rhombus and kite 
as well as a triangle showing the midpoint theorem. These cut outs can be used as 
reminders of the properties and facts learnt. 
Participants will receive instructions on how to fold and tear (or cut), as well as 
examples and practice questions on logical proofs. 


REFERENCES 
CAPS Grade 10 


http://www.transum.org/software/Fun_Maths/kite/ 


http://mathforum.org 
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USING DICE AND CARD GAMES IN MENTAL MATHS SESSIONS 
Debbie Stott1, Diliza Hewana1, Nombulelu Koliti2 and Yaleka Mase2 


1South African Numeracy Chair, Rhodes University, 2Samuel Ntsiko Primary School 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation (Grades 2 & 3) and Early Intermediate Phase 
(grades 4 & 5) 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 30 
ABSTRACT  
Short games, particularly those played with cards and dice, are very accessible to 
younger learners and can aid in the development of core number skills, mental agility 
and fluency in number. Mathematical games are 'activities' which involve a 
mathematical challenge, are governed by a set of rules and have a clear underlying 
structure, normally have a distinct finishing point and have specific mathematical 
cognitive objectives (Way, 2013). 
The Foundation Phase CAPS (Department of Basic Education, 2011: 12) document 
states that “mental mathematics plays a very important role in the curriculum”, so dice 
and card games are ideal for incorporating into mental sessions as they are easy to set 
up, implement and tidy away. Other benefits include motivation, developing positive 
attitudes towards maths and allowing children to operate at different levels of thinking. 
The workshop will introduce the benefits of dice and card games and some quick dice 
games will be played as a whole group warm up activity. Participants will then move 
around the room in groups playing different games at different stations. The final hour 
will examine the mathematics behind each game and to discuss practical ways of 
introducing the game into the classroom.  
MOTIVATION FOR THE WORKSHOP 
We run after school maths clubs for Foundation Phase learners as part of the work of 
South African Numeracy Chair (SANC) project. Debbie and Diliza run 2 clubs each 
within the project schools and Debbie co-ordinates a number of others. Co-presenters 
Nombulelu & Yaleka are teachers who run other clubs with support from the SANC 
project. We use a lot of games in the clubs. We all know that children enjoy playing 
games but are they a worthwhile educational activity? As part of our work in the Chair 
project and specifically in the after school maths clubs, we have found that short games, 
particularly those played with cards and dice, are very accessible to learners and can aid 
in the development of core number skills, mental agility and fluency in number.  
Games are often used in classrooms as teaser activities, as time-fillers or as a reward for 
finishing work. We suggest that short, quick dice and card games can be integrated more 
fully into the maths classroom by incorporating them into mental maths sessions. The 
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Foundation Phase CAPS (Department of Basic Education, 2011: 12) document states 
that “mental mathematics plays a very important role in the curriculum” and makes 
provision for 20 minutes of mental maths per day, so dice and card games are ideal for 
incorporating into these mental sessions as they are easy to set up, implement and tidy 
away. 
Jenni Way’s (2013) informative series of articles entitled “Learning Mathematics 
Through Games Series” on the University of Cambridge NRICH website, lists numerous 
benefits to learning through games. These include motivation, developing positive 
attitudes towards maths and allowing children to operate at different levels of thinking 
as well as providing opportunities to learn from each other.  
Games taught and used in the classroom can potentially also be played at home and 
shared with family members, thereby allowing learners to spend more time on maths, to 
consolidate skills and practice what they have learnt in class, to teach other people the 
rules and to get other people involved in mathematics. 
By attending this workshop, participants will be introduced to and play a variety of short 
card and dice games and examine the mathematics behind each game. It is hoped that 
they will be able to incorporate these into their classroom. A free booklet of dice and 
card games used in the workshop is available from the NICLE Session Resources page 
on South African Numeracy Chair website (South African Numeracy Chair, 2013): 
http://www.ru.ac.za/media/rhodesuniversity/content/sanc/documents/SANC%20Games
%20Booklet%202012v1.pdf. 
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT OF WORKSHOP 
The workshop will begin with an introduction into the benefits of dice and card games 
(10 minutes). A few quick dice games will be played with the whole group as a warm up 
activity (15 minutes). This will be followed by about an hour of mixed dice and card 
games. The participants will be split into groups and will move around the room playing 
6 different games at different stations. They will have 10 minutes to play each game 
before moving onto the next one.  The final part of the workshop (35 minutes) will be to 
examine the mathematics behind each game and to discuss practical ways of introducing 
the game into the classroom.  
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
We are grateful for the financial assistance for attending this conference from the South 
African Numeracy Chair Project at Rhodes University, which is supported by the South 
African Numeracy Chair Initiative of the FirstRand Foundation (with the RMB), Anglo 
American Chairman’s fund, Department of Science and Technology and the National 
Research Foundation.  
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A TYPICAL GEOMETRY LESSON 
1Ria Brown and 2Philip R. Brown 


1Retired, 2Texas A & M University in Galveston 
TARGET AUDIENCE: 
 Further Education & Training (Gr 12) 
DURATION: 2 hours 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 50 
MOTIVATION FOR THE WORKSHOP 
Very few teachers know how to guide learners through the problem solving process.  
During this workshop participants will be taken step by step through the process. 
Description of content of workshop 
A theorem will be proved and an example of problem solving will be tackled. 
The activities and worksheets to be used in the workshop 
Participants will be provided with a hard copy of a problem that will be solved during 
the session (one page only).  All the material is in digital format and a data projector will 
be used. Each participant will have the opportunity to mark his/her own diagram. Each 
participant will be provided with a DVD containing the whole lesson. 
ABSTRACT 
Many problem solving skills are learned in the process of studying Euclidean geometry. 
Not only do students develop considerable mental discipline, but at the same time their 
creativity is also boosted. When struggling to find a proof for a problem, one needs to be 
creative in the attempt to look for different routes when one route after the other fails. At 
tertiary level, students who have not mastered these skills will find the study of 
mathematics a daunting task. While it is true that the majority of learners will not benefit 
in later life from studying Euclidean geometry, our concern is with delivering the future 
engineers, architects, scientists, actuaries and so forth for our country. These are the 
learners that need to be equipped for studying mathematics at tertiary level. No other 
disciple is better equipped than Euclidean geometry to develop a student’s deductive 
reasoning ability.  
Many people claim that “geometry cannot be taught. Either the student can do it (innate 
ability) or he/she can’t. In the latter case, it is a waste of time trying to teach him/her.” 
We beg to differ. In this workshop we will attempt to demonstrate how problem solving 
can be taught. 
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TACKLING GEOMETRY IN THE FET BAND 
Rencia Lourens 


 
RADMASTE Centre, University of the Witwatersrand 


 
TARGET AUDIENCE: FET Band Mathematics teachers. 
DURATION:  2-hour workshop. 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS:  30 participants 
MOTIVATION  
Geometry has been part of the optional (Paper 3) part of FET since 2006, but now with 
the introduction of CAPS all FET teachers will have to teach it again. This workshop 
aims to assist the FET teachers in two ways: help the teachers to teach geometry in the 
FET band and help them to understand geometry better.   
CONTENT   
Two geometry riders will be worked through in a specific way where the participants 
will first be looking at the rider with only the sketch and information WITHOUT the 
questions. Participants will develop an “information sheet” to use when doing geometry 
riders. 
 
  20 minutes: developing a Grade 10 information sheet 
  20 minutes: working on the Grade 10 rider without the questions 
  10 minutes: answering the Grade 10 rider questions (to be provided at  


    workshop) 
  10 minutes: adapting the Grade 10 information sheet to become a Grade  


    11 information sheet 
  25 minutes: working on the Grade 11 rider without the question 
  15 minutes: answering the Grade 11 rider questions (to be provided at  


    workshop) 
20 minutes: discussion 


 
ABSTRACT  
As Geometry returns to the South African FET mathematics classroom, many teachers 
feel unsure about teaching learners how to answer Geometry riders. In this workshop 
teachers will be helped to develop information sheets that should include all relevant 
geometry facts appropriate for the Grade and then using that and the facts given for the 
rider to analyse the rider, without looking at the questions. Once all information is 
indicated on the sketch, the rider is answered. In the workshop the participants will work 
through one Grade 10 and one Grade 11 rider. 
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GRADE 10 RIDER 
 


 
 
 
ABCD is a quadrilateral with AD||BC and AB||DC. BA is produced to E. AP, BQ and 
DR bisect ˆEAD , B̂  and D̂  respectively. 
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GRADE 11 RIDER 
 
O is the centre of the circle. TA and TB are tangents, TPQ is a secant. C is the midpoint 
of PQ. BC produced meets the circle in M.  
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ASSESSING EARLY NUMBER LEARNING USING THE LEARNING 
FRAMEWORK IN NUMBER 


Maria S.Weitz 
University of the Witwatersrand 


TARGET AUDIENCE: Foundation Phase: teachers/ mentors/ policymakers 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop 
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 30 
MOTIVATION 
Whilst the 2012 ANA report (DBE, 2012) indicates improvements in Grade 3 learner 
performance, mean attainment is still low. Specific problems have been identified 
around learner strategies for working with early number (Schollar, 2009). Recent work 
has pointed to issues in the teaching of early number (Ensor et al., 2009; Venkat & 
Niadoo, 2012). This work suggests that teachers continue to have difficulties in terms of 
understanding the nature of progression in early number learning, and assessing learner 
responses in relation to this progression. 
Given this evidence, I aim, in this workshop, to introduce and discuss the Learning 
Framework in Number (LFIN) model (Wright, Martland, & Stafford, 2006) and its 
associated diagnostic tests with Foundation Phase teachers. The LFIN provides detail on 
the trajectory of early number learning based on a small range of aspects. In the 
workshop, my aim is to share data on learner responses (anonymised video or 
summarized transcript data), and work together with the group to assign LFIN levels to 
this data. This will help teachers to diagnose learners’ current strategies, in order to 
constructively follow up in teaching. 
CONTENT 
I will begin by sharing and explaining the detail of the Learning Framework in Number 
(LFIN), drawn from the work of Wright et al (2006; 2010). We will then watch 
anonymised video of a learner responding to LFIN test tasks. In groups, participants will 
then discuss and decide on which LFIN Stage the child is predominantly working at. 
This will then be shared across the whole group. The final activity is based on thinking 
about what good follow up teaching might look like.  
The worksheets/handouts will have tables on, where we will code the learners levels and 
stages. 
ABSTRACT 
This workshop is intended to support number teaching amongst Foundation Phase 
teachers. It is based on the data drawn from a research-based early number test. The 
purpose of the workshop is to share understandings of the ways in which early number 
learning progresses towards more sophisticated strategies. This involves moving away 
from a sole focus on the production of correct answers to broader attention to HOW 
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these answers are produced. Specifically, more sophisticated strategies involve higher 
levels of working with abstract conceptions of number.  
Within this workshop, my focus is on working with teachers to share the  research-based 
framework (Wright et al, 2006) that describes progression in the strategies that children 
use in counting, addition and subtraction tasks. This framework, is specified in terms of 
11 aspects. In this workshop, the 5 aspects that are used by the authors to provide a 
summary profile of learner understandings are introduced and discussed. These are: 


a) The Stages of Early Arithmetical Learning (SEAL) 
b) Base-ten Arithmetical Strategies  
c) Forward Number Word Sequence and Number Word After 
d) Backward Number Word Sequence and Number Word Before 
e) Numeral Identification (Wright et al., 2006, p. 17).  


Wright et al provide levelled descriptions for these aspects, drawing from the work of 
Steffe and colleagues (for example: Steffe, 1992; Steffe and Cobb, 1988; Steffe et al., 
1983) – which are shared within the workshop. Wright et al. (2006) see counting as a 
developmental process, which they break down into 6 stages: emergent; perceptual; 
figurative-counting; initial number sequence; intermediate number sequence; and facile 
number sequence. Progressing through the SEAL stages entails a shift from more 
concrete to more abstract conceptions of number, with this shift broken down into a 
staged set of development indicators. 
The central section of the workshop is based on analyzing the responses of one learner 
on a selected group of items drawn from Wright et al’s diagnostic tests, and deciding 
where to place her in relation to the developmental trajectory seen in the LFIN model. 
This activity leads into a follow up discussion of ways to support the further learning of 
this child going forward. 
The workshop is intended for Foundation Phase teachers, mentors and policymakers, 
who may be interested in developing ways of supporting learners to progress to more 
sophisticated and more efficient ways of working with early number tasks. 
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Content of the workshop and timeframes are detailed below: 
Section Content Timeframe 
1 Explanation of the LFIN framework – the Stages of Early 


Arithmetical Learning (SEAL) that are at the centre of this 
framework, and the sub-aspects feeding into SEAL 


20 mins 


2 Introducing the tests – selected items 15 mins 
3 Sharing and coding data excerpts based on learner responses to 


selected items 
45 mins 


4 Discussing the coding of 5 aspects based on the LFIN  20 mins 
5 Discussing next teaching steps based on analysis and the 


progression seen within LFIN 
20 mins 
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A DYNAMIC INVESTIGATION OF NAPOLEON’S THEOREM 
Michael de Villiers 


University of KwaZulu-Natal 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Further Education & Training (FET) and Teacher Education. 
DURATION: 2-hour workshop.  
MAXIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: Dependent on number of computers - 
maximum of 2 per computer. 
REQUIRED: Computer Lab with Sketchpad plus data projector, OHP and internet 
access. 
MOTIVATION 
This workshop involves a Sketchpad investigation from De Villiers (2003, pp. 119-121) 
aimed at secondary school mathematics learners and mathematics teachers that provides 
an opportunity for engaging them in some pattern recognition, generalising, 
conjecturing, and proof. During the activity participants may experience and understand 
some of the roles played by proof in mathematics such as verification, explanation, 
discovery and intellectual challenge. 
CONTENT 
The workshop will focus on a dynamic exploration of Napoleon’s theorem, followed by 
a worksheet providing scaffolded guidance towards developing a logical explanation 
(proof). The activity provides a challenging, but accessible application of cyclic 
quadrilateral geometry. Overall, the workshop is intended to elicit some mathematical 
surprises and feelings such as "How come? Why? I don't believe it - WOW!" Participants 
will also be guided to some further generalisations and variations of Napoleon’s 
theorem. 
Refer to the separate worksheets for more information. 
ABSTRACT 
The workshop is aimed at the FET level and will focus on the discovery, proof and 
extension of Napoleon’s theorem. 
REFERENCE 
De Villiers, M. (2003). Rethinking Proof with Sketchpad, Emeryville: Key Curriculum Press. 


 





